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Thanks for picking up a copy of The Rag Issue 3!
It

RAG are a Dublin-based anarcha-feminist collective. Within our group we discuss, tlvhalt-, write and organise. All the articles
are written by individual members of RAG, with collective editing and group input. We do not all have the same opinions on
everything you will read here, but we are all anarcha-feminists.

Anarcha-feminism stresses the feminism inherent in anarchism. Feminism demands women's liberation; anarchism shows us
that we can't be meaningfully liberated under capitalism. As long as society is structured around unlimited economic growth,
the accumulation of profits, exploitation of the global working class and our environment, no-one can be free. And, without a
specific analysis of women's oppression, anarchism can't hold the key to women's freedom.

These perspectives are reflected in the various issues we have chosen to write about in The Rag issue 3. We can learn and take
strength from the women and men who have struggled before us but we still have a long fight ahead. I'm a Feminist, Now What?
looks at some of the practical ways people can get involved in the struggle for a decent, equitable society. Capitalism and the
Exploitation ofWomen shows how women are exploited under capitalism through their unwaged domestic labour while Feminism
in Muslim Countries takes on the stereotyping of Muslim women as helpless. _

Sexist concepts embedded in language are examined in Women and Words and the gender stereotypes presented in children's TV
are looked at from a light-hearted perspective in TV Role Models. The impact of the conventional perception of beauty on how
we see each other and how we feel about our bodies is discussed in You Know Who You Look Like, 5 things that make me feel good
about myselfand stop hating my body and Thoughts on a Lamppost.

The oppressive nature of gender binaries is examined in Adopting the TransPosition: Feminists as Trans Allies and in a recording of
their key note speech at Lesbian Lives 2008, Dangerous Dreams and Damned Desires, Kate Bornstein and Barbara Carrellas talk
about their experiences of lesbian culture.

As anarchists we believe that meaningful social change will only happen with ordinary people organising and struggling togeth-
er, in solidarity with each other. Women have always been to the fore of struggles to change the world. In Mothers against Drugs
- Communities Outside the State we see how the women of Dublin's inner city organised their communities in the battle against
drugs in the 1980s.

We've been incredibly happy to hear about new feminist and anarcha-feminist groups starting: Lash Back in Dublin, a fledgling
men's feminist group also in Dublin and new anarcha-feminist collectives in Glasgow and London. A men's feminist zine from
New Zealand called From the Kitchen has recently made it into our hands, as well as an anarcha-feminist one called Misfit.
Maybe for the next issue we can do lots of reviews if you good people keep sending stuff to us!

In Ireland, like in many other countries, the economy is in recession. Unemployment is rising, house prices are finally falling
(although the general price of living is not) and many of those who bought homes in recent years at inflated prices are now
struggling to make repayments. People are worrying if their savings are safe. As usual the working class are the first to suffer
and the rich remain comfortable with their financial backup and ‘bail out‘ packages. As the media shove credit-crunch-mania
down our throats, they avoid giving us a true analysis of what has got us in this mess. Now, more than ever, it is vital that we
consider alternatives to the way Irish society has developed in the last two decades. We need to look at viable, sustainable ways
of living that won't collapse, out of our control, in the blink of an eye. This capitalist system is getting us nowhere.

In Solidarity,
RAG

Our thanks to (in no particular order): Our families and friends; everyone who came to the RAG gathering in May, Dee, Natalia
and Willie for hosting it; Heathers, Ophelia and Riannon for playing at the Rag 2 launch; Michelle, for all the beautiful artwork
at such short notice; Natalia for her stencil; Darren; Leo; Damo; Mark M; Eilis; Mark Grehan; Bridget and Danny at the IEN;
Carol Hunt; Seomra Spraoi; Choice Ireland; the Belfast, Dublin and London anarchist bookfair organisers; WERRC; Arme Anas,
for her photo that inspired our front cover.

Contact us: P.O. Box 10785, Dublin 1; www.ragdublin.blogspot.com; ragdublin@riseup.net. New members welcome!
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DANGEROUS DREAMS AND DAMNED DESIRES introducing a
recording of kate bornstein and barbara carrellas by
emilyllllllllifiOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIOIIOIIIIIIIIIII

IOU KNOW WHO IOU LOOK LIKE? musings on faces by dee.....
IM A FEMINIST. NOW WHAT? a guide to getting active by
shonagh..................................................
FEMINISM IN MUSLIM COUNTRIES an anarchafeminst perspec-
tive by sevinc...........................................
MOTHERS AGAINST DRUGS. COMMUNITIES OUTSIDE THE STATE a
look back at women in dublins anti—drug movement by
hilaryllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllll

WOMEN AND WORDS an examination of the sexism encoded in
language plus an interview with feminist writer kate
swift by clare...........................................
BOOK REVIEW a woman to blame by c1odagh.................
POLITICS OF THE KITCHEN SINK by eve.....................
STHINGS that make me feel better about myself and stop
hating my body by tamarack........................ P8
ADOPTING THE TRANS POSITION feminists as trans
allies by emily................................... pg
THOUGHTS ON A LAMPPOST by marianne................ PE
ATTITUDES TO RAPE IN IRELAND by niav............a.P6
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-For last international women's day RAG
I co-organised a feminist walking tour of

Dublin with Choice Ireland, a feminist
Ipro-choice organisation. We wanted to

find women's Dublin and to celebrate the
Iplaces where women have lived and

struggled in the city across the years.
I Whereas the city streets are lined with

bronze statues of ‘important’ men,
women's contribution is largely invisible.
The walking tour was our way of redress-
ing this, of celebrating and making visible
the history and struggles of Dublin's

I women.

I Over 140 people attended with two sepa-
I rate tours taking place, one ten minutes

after the next. A booklet with a map of the
I tour and information about each section

of it was given to each attendee. Activity
I sheets made the day more interactive for

the kids. Copies of the walking tour book-
Ilet are still available - email. RAG for

details.

The tour guides for the day were Carol
I Hunt - a history graduate and veteran

tour guide - and Sinead Ahern, one of
IChoice Ireland's finest spokespeople.

Carol joked that she used to run a
Iwomen‘s history walking tour around

1‘

g§ words by RAG. images by niav and william
- :-
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Dublin, but that it was often not that well
attended by men - until she changed the
tour's name to "A Sexual History of
Dublin.“ Same tour - different name - far
better male attendance!

The tour meandered across town, tracing
women's history in the city - from the
Brehon Laws, to the Ladies Land League
of the 1880's, through the suffragette
movement, the women involved in work-
ers and republican struggles, to the radi-
cal feminist movement of the 1970's and
the anti- domestic and sexual- violence
movements to present-day pro choice
struggles.

Helen Keyes from Choice Ireland spoke
outside the "rogue" pregnancy-coun-
selling agency on Dorse-t St. The so-called
Women's Resource Centre (WR(') is a
fum.lame|1it1alist ('hristian front which
falsely claims to provide inl'or|n1.1tion on
all crisis-pregnancy options, -.\dve|1lising
under various names in the golden pages
and online. However, once inside, it sub-
jects vulnerable women to extreme anti-
abortion propaganda. Some of Choice
Ireland's first events were demonstrations
against this agency. Helen described how
members of the group visited the agency

*2?
Q“ .- . :1
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| a feminist of Dublin |
to investigate what was really happening I
inside the WRC - even going as far as to
source "pregnant pee“ and conceal it on I
their persons! As she spoke during the
tour on Saturday, a potato was thrown I
from a third floor window of the building, I
injuring one woman. The tour hastily
reconvened around the corner, a safe dis- I
tance from the WRC.

I
At the end o.f the tour, happy hungry
walkers were invited back to the I
Teacher's Club on Parnell Square, where
free soup and sandwiches were wellI
received by all. Two short, recently-made,
feminist films were shown. These were I
“The Future of Feminism“ by Cara
llolmes and "Breaking the Silence" byl
Katie - who also filmed the walking tour I
for l)ublin Commu-n.ity Television. RAG
had their distribution table at the back of I
the room selling their magazine as well as
books, zines, moon cups, badges andI
more-. 'l'he|1e was information and leaflets
from ('hoice Ireland. There was alsoI
music from the extremely talented young
singer-songwriter duo Heathers. I

http://www.indymedia.ie/article/ 86643 I

On the first weekend in May 2008, RAG hosted a feminist gather- The ethos of the weekend was very much D.I.Y. The gathering
ing near Carrick-on-Shannon in county Leitrim. We organised the was held on a farm and several weekends of work were done to
event because we wanted to further the discussions we'd being ready the place in anticipation of the feminist hordes. We knocked
having with other feminists. We hoped that the event a concrete wall, filled a skip, cut back brambles, strimmed
would provide a chance for feminists of all genders,
ages, locations and political backgrounds to meet,
network and discuss feminist ideas in depth.
And it did. Over 150 people attended the
gathering over the weekend and surprising-
ly, considering the 'summer' that followed,
the sun shone.

The workshops and discussions were
diverse in topic. From ‘Islam and femi-
nism‘, ‘capitalism and the exploitation of
women,‘ ‘family structures‘ and ‘feminism
and women in prisons‘ to ‘female solidarity,‘
‘personal boundaries,‘ ‘challenging male priv-
ilege‘ and ‘feminists as trans allies‘. Not to men-
tion a host of craft based workshops including a
balaclava crocheting session and at least two dance
workshops. All-ages activities ran all day alongside the
adult‘s timetable with equally diverse activities including a nature
walk, kite making, sock-puppet making, horseplay time and giant
art!

fields, built bridges, put up two benders (structures
made from hazel, pallets and tarps), made bench-

es, and built crates for the recycling. lt was
tough work but we had great help and it was

worth it in the end. On registering, atten-
dees got a booklet with the timetable, safer
spaces policy and general guidelines for
the weekend. Everyone then signed up to
help with various aspects of the runni.ng
of the weekend such as site maintenance,
helping with the all-ages workshops, wel-
fare/ safe space duties, first aid, washing

up etc.

People began to arrive early on Friday
evening. Most of those who attended were from

Ireland, mainly from Cork, Dublin, Sligo, Leitrim,
and Roscommon. About '15 came from the UK represent-

ing different groups such as IIAF (Feminist Activist Forum) and
Womynspace (a squat in llackney - now sadly evicted). The
workshops ran all day Saturday and Sunday with discussions
spilling out of the workshops as people sat in the sun chatting.

>
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There were about 12 children of different
ages there and having workshops rather
than just ‘childcare‘ for them seemed to be
a great success.

On Saturday, an evening session called
‘Where We're At: Contemporary Feminist
Organising‘ was held. Different groups,
including Lash Back, Choice Ireland,
FAF, Women's Right to Choose Cork
branch, RAG, Womynspace and Ladyfest
Cork, were able to tell everyone about
who they were and what they were up to.
As the different groups took turns speak-
ing there was a real feeling that feminism
was certainly alive a.nd well.

Overall the weekend was a great success.
It would definitely be a good idea to ha.ve
a feminist gathering in an urban setting

where the issues of ability, illness, age, etc
would not have such an impact on the
decision to attend. The chance to get to
meet other feminists face to face has cer-
tainly changed RAG. We had our eyes
opened to many issues surrounding
trans-awareness, ability-awareness and
hetrocentricity. Having the weekend
open to all genders gave many people a
chance to discuss feminist issues in a
mixed-gender but pro-feminist setting
and left us with a real sense of solidarity
with our male allies. It was also great fun
and hugely educational to be surrounded
by children of different ages and to par-
ticipate in all-ages activities with them.
Thanks to everyone who came and hope-
fully another gathering will take place
not in the not-too-distant future.
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Brought to you by the dictaphone of Debi
Withers and Red Chidgey of the Feminist
Activist Forum (FAF), RAG are delighted
to present, on CD and mp3*, the dual
keynote speech of Kate Bornstein and
Barbara Carrellas, who opened WERRC's
(Women's Education and Research
Resource Centre, University College
Dublin) 15th Lesbian Lives conference in
February of this year.
Kate Bornstein and Barbara Carrellas are
queer superheroines. Kate Bernstein is an
author, playwrite and performance artist.
Her publications include la-lello Cruel World:
I01 alternatives to suicide fbr teens, freaks and
other outlaws and Gender Outlaw: On men
women and the rest ofus, a gender workbook
and the most stolen book from University
College Dublin's library, or so I'm told.
Barbara Carrellas is an author, sex educa-
tor and theatre artist. Her most recent
books include Llrban Tantra: sacred sex for
the twenty-first century and Luxurious
Loving: tantric inspirations for passion and
pleasure. In fact, having attended the
Lesbian Lives conference myself, I had the
pleasure of experiencing Barbara's instruc-
tion first hand, as she guided a room of
fifty or more women (and a few men)
through a ‘gender free orgasm’. Phew! lt
was intense folks, intense.

Their speech is entitled ‘Dangerous
Dreams and Damned Desires’ ‘because it's
sexy’ they say, and indeed it is. The theme
of the conference was ‘creating lesbian cul-
ture’. Both Kate and Barbara talk through
their encounters with and experiences of
‘lesbian culture‘, which they ‘admire and
appreciate’, but this admiration has been
‘mostly from the outside’. While neither
Kate nor Barbara call themselves lesbians,
they nevertheless ‘uphold the values’ of
lesbian culture, values such as: ‘compas-
sion; inclusiveness, generosity, the many
many many ways to express love for
women one to another and of course the
yummy sex between women that goes on
for hours‘.

Kate and Barbara take a ‘walk through
memory lane‘, telling emotive and hilari-
ous stories of theatre, spirituality, commu-
nity, relationships, sex, sexuality, love and

l
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women. They deliver a colourful, decora-
tive tale of queer history and adventure
starring gender queers, drag queens, les-
bians, gays, dykes, sex-positivists, sex-rad-
icals, polyamorists, sadomasochists,
pornographers, ‘academic lesbiana’,
shape-shifting freaks and transexual-les-
bians among others.
Kate and Barbara integrate their ideas in
how they live and love, employing a
‘politic of desi.re’, which they consider to
be central to lesbian culture: lesbian. poli-
tics is based in desire more so than power
or identity. Inspired by the Eastern tradi-
tions of Tantra, Kate and Barbara address
the importance of sex in healing - healing
from loss, from shame, from abuse: sex-
positivity and gender-anarchy is key to
their philosophy. They are advocates for
queer youth: ‘and all teens, freaks and
other outlaws whose lives are being made
miserable by America's puritanical Liber-
culture that threatens to swallow the plan-
et’. Lesbian culture in particular has taught
them the multi-faceted ways in which one
can love, and state that it is vital to name
and maintain what we love about lesbian
culture: the desire.

What would a politic of desire look like?
Kate explains:

“lt would look l ilre great sex. l t would
be consensual, it would be unpre-
dictable and yiiuuuy. /l politic of
desire would embrace sex positiv-
ity and gender anarchy. Who is
having sex with whom would
inatter less than the love, the joy
of sex itself. Gender would be
more ofa game and less ofa power
struggle. A politic of desire
would be infoxrmal,
chaotic and friendly,
and that's what I've
always loved about
lesbian culture. To
move forward in
our post-modern,
post-structural,
queer-leaning
world of desire, I
believe it's impor-
tant that lesbian
culture align
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itself with other cultures that are based in
desire. To gain and hold any power in this
world, it's important that lesbian culture form
alliances. Lesbian identity, I feel, must align
itself with other identities based in desire. To
date, lesbian culture is the L in LGB T, but there
are a fuck of a lot more letters with whom les-
bian culture can align“ [Anarchafeminism
perhaps?]

Hearing Kate and Barbara speak was utter-
ly invigorating and tremendously exciting.
They speak openly with pride and humour
about their lives, beliefs, and practices and
propose radical, sensible and wonderful
ways of living; wisdom we can take for
ourselves too. Kate and Barbara each radi-
ate with immense love and joy, both for
their audience and with excitement for the
possibilities of life. Their philosophy and
practice encourages real care, compassion
and play, and make known how we can
live life to capacity. I have listened to this
recording several times already and still
feel energised by hearing them speak.
What more is there to say than "Enjoy!"-
both this wonderful document and the
inspiration it is certain to evoke.
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EZEIH... everyone has heard this at some stage in their
lives. Facial perception is something that is integral to
humanity and has developed over thousands of years.
There are two main theories on the subject. The first

involves the idea that our brains develop special skills as we grow
that are used specifically for facial registration. The other idea is
that face recognition is just a general skill used all the time for
recognition of plants, animals and other objects. After all, our sur-
vival depends on it! Either way, when we are called upon to use
it, the part of the brain which perceives faces, the fusiform gyrus,
gets to work. If we damage this part of the brain, we develop a
condition called prosopagnosia which makes it impossible to
remember faces.

So, provided we don't have prosopagnosia, registration of differ-
ences between faces allows us to remember our families, friends
and acquaintances....but....it's also obvious that in this world we
live in, there is a tendency towards "normalisation" of the facial
features, and of perceptions of beauty in general. Fuck, take a look
at Michael Iackson and how obsessive he became and the mess he
made of his mug, or the colossal amounts of people having Botox
and other more invasive forms of cosmetic surgery. As I'm writing
I googled "facial recognition", and what comes up? Find your
celebrity lookalike. Yep, that's pretty messed up and I'm thinking
that this is the insidious form of "normalisation" and something I
would like to briefly discuss.

We have all, at one time or another, been compared to celebrities
by other people. "You look like Andre the Giant" or "God you're
the spit of the Queen of England". Well, people don't use these
"celebs" (I hope), cos they're "ugly" and that would be rude.
Instead people tell you that you look like "a young Grace Kelly" or
"Whitney Hueston before she became a crack head". Which I think
is also quite rude.

What's wrong with it? Well, people do this if they are scrutinising
your features. If that's the case, then what the fuck are they look-
ing so intently at? The bad skin? It's the nose? Could it be the mole
on your left eyelid? It could be your squinty cross-eyes? No it's
your ears. Your big fat head. The snaggle teeth. The wrinkles. The
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mustache. The red cheeks. Your eyebrows that meet in the middle.
The list of insecurities goes on and is individual to everyone, as are
the comparisons to "beautiful" people. This notion of comparison
is important, as it's often the main reference point for people to
make sense of themselves. Which is shit!

These comparisons give a sense of self which is defined in relation
or opposition to a fictional ‘other’, a subversive opposite, a watch-
ful gaze, something which monitors your image, actions and even
relationships with others! For example, "I could never ask that per-
son out because I don't look like a gorgeous celeb, I've been com-
pared by people to Andre the Giant!" Of course that's an exagger-
ation, but you get my point. So, unfortunately, negative associa-
tions are often used to define our identity. We fall prey to illusion,
the "beauty" that doesn't really exist and we are left with our com-
parison, an inward image of unattainable "perfection", or on the
other hand conceit.

To compare ourselves, or others to these images, is to define peo-
ple in opposition to caricatures. There is no real compliment or
genuine exchange in saying "Wowzers, you look just like that
Giant lad" as this doesn't refer to anyone as such. You may as well
be saying, "You look like that sliced pan there", or "Gosh, you look
like that rock today". The "person" you're referring to is a non-enti-
ty. You don't know them, the complimenter doesn't know them,
and they don't really exist to you, except on celluloid. The compar-
ison is a ghost. Alas, these icons are worshiped, traded and treas-
ured as a useless currency. There's no knowledge of real worth or
beauty, personal power or self-knowledge.

So, if someone can turn "you" into Natalie Pornnan in their head,
or using a computer programme, aren't they trying to normalise
your face and mould you into a common standard of beauty? I
think so, and well, I just don't think that's nice! They may be
telling you that you look like "such and such" because they want
to pay you a compliment, but wouldn't it be a whole bunch nicer
to just hear "God-damn! You are pretty!" So with that in mind, the
next time you pay a compliment, don't take the easy way out. Be
a little braver, a little more honest and tell that lady or gent that
you think they are fucking smoking hot.
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Somehow, at our own paces, through different influences in our
own lives, everyone in RAG came to identify as anarchist and fem-
inist. Women came together to form a collective to develop our
own ideas and to produce a magazine. RAG was already formed
and working on the magazine when I found them. At that time I
felt politically isolated and helpless; anarchist groups seemed
somehow unapproachable, socialist groups did not fit with my
ideology or the way I wanted to work and feminism seemed to be
a thing of academia and institution. The relief I felt at finally feel-
ing a sense of shared beliefs and working towards a common aim
was amazing.

Since RAG began there has been a small but palpable growth in
the grassroots feminist movement in Ireland. Worldwide there is
also a noticeable resurgence... some call it third wave, some
fourth, I call it about time! The idea of this article is to give you iso-
lated feminists a foothold or a couple of ideas on how to take the
next step. l spoke to a just few different lrish and UK feminists /
feminist collectives to get their inspiration. I am hugely grateful to
them. for their input an.d only sorry we can't print all the answers
directly - but the whole article has been informed by their
ideas(this is called "plagiarism" in some circles, "sharing" in
others!)

l
BELIEVE /IV rounszzr
If you identify as someone who wants equality, chances are you
have already been an active feminist: you have called someone on
a sexist joke, you have fought back against sexual harassment. You
have taken up space as a female in a male world - through sport,
music, hobbies, education or work. You have celebrated strong
female role models and talked with others about the inequalities
you see; even if just to groan at another booty-shaking music
video. Many of the feminists I spoke to talked about having early
feminist stirrings but most were not able to name themselves fem-
inists until well into their 20's, due to the negative connotations
with the word "feminism".

If you are a woman, you have survived this long in a patriarchal
world and have every bit as much to offer by your analysis of it as
I or anyone else does. So, come out! Call yourself feminist, (call
yourself anarchist) and let's get started.

INFORM YOURSELF

Feminism isn't really something you stumble across every day.
Unless we have feminist voices in our family or community grow-
ing up, all we might know about feminism are negative stereo-
types, or a fight that has already been won. The only feminism in
the media is the corrupted consumer-driven Girl-Power / Women
Having It All message. So for many, their first sociology lesson,
women's history lesson, feminist conversation or feminist book is
like an awakening. There is a wealth o.f feminist literature and
media out there - once you start looking. Use it to learn about the
history of women's struggle in Ireland (or your area). Choose
books and websites that speak to your own interests and help
answer your questions - whether that be about the birth of misog-
yny, the politics of reproduction, the witch trials, queer theory etc.

If you read about the progress of feminism or worry
about its place in the modern world I'd suggest
looking into anarchism as well. Being an
anarchist feminist means becoming con-
scious of all struggles for equality and never ‘I,
wanting the struggle for women.'s equality to
become the struggle for white, m1ddle-
class, able-bodied, straight, heterosexual l
women's equ a I i ty U nder capitalism! In /
their interviews, whether or not they I ~
identitled as anarchist, all the fem1- ,»"
nists l spoke to strongly em pha- "
slsed the need to questlon all
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only. Inform yourself from the outset. London Anarchafeminst
Kollektiv advises, "make the effort to find out what support peo-
ple need to fully participate in activism." If you already face spe-
cific challenges which make it hard for you to get active as a fem-
inist, you could start by talking to others with the same challenges
to get more insight into your situation. Or challenge formed
groups into accepting and adapting to the realities of your life.
Bring the politics of your life into feminist politics. It needs you.

Us: YOUR l/O/CE/ BE BR/ll/E
Ideas can't exist in a vacuum, and the only way we can develop
our ideas past what we read, is to talk them out with others.
Simply coming together with a group of women to talk about your
personal experience in the world can be incredibly powerful and
liberating. Sevinc from RAG pointed out that you should "shake
off your prejudices" and talk to everyone about women's equality
- you can meet the most amazing allies in the most unlikely cir-
cumstances. So be brave, overcome your shyness and other
women's shyness to really talk to each other.

Growing up, young girls are not taught solidarity in the same way
that boys are. We never really get to team up together to fight the
baddie (real or imaginaryl). Instead, girl culture is based on com-
petition with each other. When we grow up, we are left with a lot
of work to do to build healthy supportive relationships with other
women. Again and again, in the answers to the questions I posed,
feminists referred to the feeling of solidarity they have got from
being around other feminists; feeling total open support and
encouragement without any of the bad games that women are told
we are supposed to play with each other. Solidarity is strength

| INFO BOX:
: Consciousness Raising groups began as groups of
| women got together in the 60's and 70's to talk
I about the conditions of their lives. The idea was
: that what seemed like isolated individual prob-

lems were in fact systematic issues, common to all
omen, which could be tackled through feminist

ctivism. Thus the phrase was spawned; "The
ersonal is Political"

,__--_
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You can also try to find your voice to defend feminism and fight
sexual inequality where you see it - with workmates, in college,
within your family or friends. In the words of the wonderfully-
named Lash Back feminist collective, "Stand your ground and
hold your head high among friends, family and people you're in
contact with every day. You will experience backlash from people
who just don't really get it, so have patience and be strong."

As females, we are not socialised to be warriors. Yet the fight for
female equality is just that - a fight. That doesn't mean it's a bloody
battle but it means it's not easy. Once you start, you might find it
overwhelming - the amount of work that needs to be done. It can
be upsetting, once you are aware of the inequalities, how all-per-
vasive they are. So take breaks, find support with your friends,
and choose your battles.

BE |//s/are
The history of women's oppression is the history of our invisibili-
ty. Our voices have been traditionally absent from literature, art,
film and music, culture and sport. Where women are present in
media, we are still too often presented as object not subject. For a
woman to cultivate her own talents, or to strap on a guitar and get
on the stage is a political act! Female artists can be positive female
role models. Feminist writers, artists and filmmakers can create
positive female role models. This is just as important as using your
art to directly question women's oppression.

If you haven't heard about Ladyfest, look into it. These are
autonomously-organised celebrations of female talent that take
place worldwide. There was one in Dublin in 2004 which provid-
ed the funds to print the first RAG. There was an incredibly inspir-
ing one in Cork in April 2008. Shelley described to me how it got
off the ground through an idle conversation in the pub with her
brother's girlfriend, through which they formed a core collective
of twelve women, who, through hard work and determination,
organised a wonderful event.

| INFO BOX: |
: DIY culture rejects mainstream media and con-
| sumer culture and tries to create alternatives in
I whatever way possible. From organising shared
| childcare to running Ladyfests and self-publishing
I magazines, feminism has always embraced some-
: thing of a DIY ethos.

DIRECT ACTION
Direct action is central to many people's feminism. It can include
anything from a workplace strike to rallys, to political graffiti. It is
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any political activity which takes place outside of political
manoeuvring and lobbying. Anarchists believe that direct action is
the only thing that can ultimately bring about societal change.
Direct action is also like food for the soul. Getting out there and
doing something silly or profound, big or small, might not change
anything right now, but action keeps you going to want to work
on the slow burning politics part. Here listed are a few smaller
ideas - you'll need to think up the bigger ones yourself!

Stencilling: Photocopy a stencil onto a sheet of acetate or card.
Cut it out with a Stanley knife and use it to spray stuff on t-shirts,
bags, walls etc. Make a political point or give a positive message.

Subvertising: Sexist message on a billboard? Change it. The pos-
sibilities are endless and hilarity factor high.

Inserts: I always mean to get around to this; body-positive m.es-
sages slipped into awful "women's" magazines for example?
Please beat me to this.

Stickering: Print off your own designs - it's pretty easy with a
computer, a printer and some sticker-paper, once you get the pro-
portions right. You could give pro-choice information, make a
point, start a discussion on a toilet door, or just make someone
reading it feel good about herself.

Postering: One woman told me that she'd
never had a much fun as when she
learned how to make wheat paste *  

non-hierarchical. manner. Anarchism aims to abolish hierarchies -
with the belief that everyone should have equal control and say in
what directly a.ffects them. I.f you want to set up a collective, you
may have to be pretty specific about putting "rules" and structures
in place to make sure everybody actually gets an equal say - as
informal hierarchies tend to spring up - according to who has
most energy/ is the most active etc. Many collectives rotate roles,
such as meeting facilitator and minute-taker on a weekly basis,
and other roles on a longer basis. Sticking to the rotations when
they do come around is important to let everyone who wants to
get a chance to develop their skills.

Consensus-based decision making is often used in anarchist and
feminist groups instead of voting - where everyone's voice is

heard in making decisions, and it is hoped that compromises
can be made where not everyone agrees with a

particular course of action. This can be very
I yr difficult to implement unless you are
/  ‘§ super-aware of group dynamics It isare

from an internet ricipe and uS.ed it l’ l l the role of the facilitator to maketo paste 60 multicoloured pic- ~._I (HG -- -
- - » ' ' . ‘.. Itures of ]esus and the Host all V

over a Christian-run "preg- l
nancy counselling" agency
that was pretending to be
pro-choice. "It was 6am
on a Good Friday morn-
ing. We were working
away like we were dec-
orators, and no passers-
by paid any attention.
The place was absolute-
ly beautiful afterwards. I
I only wish we could do ~
it every day - that
women would know not
to go in to try to get help

-t

from those nutjobs" )

Leafleting: It's debatable how
many people actually read these in
our super-saturated advertisement-
rich environments. The most wasted
hours of my life have may have been spent
leafleting for demos on busy street corners! Certainly,
they are easy to home print though - and may be useful to your
purposes.

QR CANISE
There will be no feminist revolution unless we organise! You can
start with an idea and try to get the people around it, or start with
the people and come up with ideas. You need to set clear goals
and you need to work in a committed and democratic way - at the
very least with proper meetings and recorded notes from meet-
ings.

A ‘collective is a group of people who meet and work together in a

Q

Q sure that consensus is reached
and not assumed. If you cant

do this properly, use voting!
\.

\/ (> Practically, for both RAG
'\ and Choice Ireland

2 recently, the habit of
ts l . ._ "checking in" at the

., start of every meeting
...e‘°""‘"*--. _
‘ flit. has helped things run

g more smoothly. Here
’ everyone gets the

....» chance to say how they
I I are and what they ve

been up to since the last
meeting. It sounds simple

but has helped cut-down
\ \@\  on meeting-disturbing chit-
'4 K chat and also helped group

QQR l dynamics. Some groups also
1° / .~"’ pointed out that tea, cake and other’_,______...F . .-'

._.. .-~1"” roodies hel make meetin s better forj, s
I _ .../""'"""'"‘"""'"’”""" everyone!

Feminist, and certainly anarcha-feminist organised dis-
cussion meetings tend to have a more open format than the "talks"
some of us are used to, so that everyone gets to contribute, not just
those on the "panel" and a few from the "floor". Workshops an.d
skill-sharing are an important part of feminism and anarchism.
This is self-organised education. The London Anarchafeminist
Kolektiv has focussed a lot on skillsharing - everything from soap
making to welding. Kelly says that the best thing about being in
collective is "a toss-up between my newly-found welding/climb-
ing/ sawing/barricading/herbalsomething skillz and all the new
amazing friends I've made." RAG women have found that the
editing, layout and design skills we've developed have come in
really useful elsewhere, as have organisational and meeting-facil-
itation skills. Attend feminist workshops if you see them coming
up, and maybe you can start to think about developing a work-
shop yourself.

Aim big, work small and take care of yourself and of the people
you organise with.

You may not feel that you want to start your own feminist collec-
tive. You could join an already-existing feminist group or collec-
tive (like RAG!) You might also decide that you'd like to join a
ready made political group or trade union and be a feminist voice
within these.

If you'd prefer to study, there are some outstanding women's
studies and equality studies departments in Ireland (it's where all
the second wave feminists disappeared to!). There are myriad
courses (as there are jobs) where you can practice feminism as a
way of life - from sociology to midwifery to disability services.
You can also be a feminist voice within your student union or
form/join a feminist/equality society. Feminist research and pub-
lication is extremely valuable especially in relation to areas such as
maternity and women's health.

If you only have a few hours to spare each week and would like
some structure provided for your feminist activity, you might con-
sider volunteering. In Ireland, Women's Aid and the Rape Crisis
Centre both rely on volunteers to staff their helplines. One Family
is another feminist organisation that takes on volunteers. These
provide very useful training, as well as the opportunity to meet
other feminists, while directly helping those in crises.

There are also myriad community-based women's groups that
you can get involved in. These may work on feminist issues with-
out necessarily ever identifying as feminist.

BEING AN ALLY
Though if it is difficult for a woman to begin to identify and then
"come out" as feminist, it may be doubly so for a man. But femi-
nism needs male feminists too. It needs men who see the potential
feminism has to improve everyone's lives. The advice is the same,
inform yourself and talk to others. Seek solidarity from women
feminists, but don't expect them to organise for you: you have to
do it yourself! Darren from a new Dublin feminist men's group
advises: "As a ‘man’: Try to figure out what does it mean to be a
male in a patriarchal society. What's your role in changing/ over-
throwing/ destroying that society? Try not to get caught up on
feeling guilty. Learn to question yourself with.out consuming
yourself. Try not to feel excluded from ‘women's spaces‘. And
remember that sometimes you'll probably do all of these
things...get yourself some ice cream."

NETWORK
If solidarity is strength between feminist individuals - it is even
more so between feminist groups. Reach out to established groups
in your own locality - or to anyone you feel is sympathetic and
supportive. If you want to start a pro-choice group for example,
you could contact Choice Ireland and ask them to help you organ-
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ise a meeting. Established groups may have a lot of advice to offer
and more contacts to share. "Gatherings" are a great way to meet
other people and share skills, there are various women's and fem-
inist gatherings around the world every year - last year RAG
organised one in Ireland. Basically it is a few days of inspiration,
solidarity, workshops and skill-sharing. In the U.K., FAF - the
Feminist Activist Forum, is attempting to build a large network of
cooperation between different feminist groups old and new and,
along with the feminist library, attempting to document feminist
history as it happens. There was a feeling among Irish groups
especially that they exist in "pockets" and could benefit from link-
ing up and working together more. We also need to work on inter-
national solidarity, especially with women from the global south.
Likeminded groups can (and do) publicise each others‘ events on
their webpages, provide links to each others websites and mention
each other in publications. So if you do start something, at the very
least, let RAG know and we'll do our best to spread the word.
Watch our blogspot for details of upcoming feminist meet-ups
and events this year.

Both a blessing and a curse, the internet is used to disseminate all
ki.nds of pro- and anti- feminist information. Here you may find
new ideas, links to articles and resources. But use your time wise-
ly and don't think that online activism is any replacement for real-
time activity. Discuss feminist ideas on local-based forums, and
try to arrange to meet up with people who share your ideas in
real-life. Don't spend too much time trying to argue with internet
misogynists. Use search engines to find and contact feminist
groups and individuals or keep informed of feminist events.

That said, here's some links to contributors and info of interest!

thefword.org.uk is probably the most popular UK mainstream
feminist blog of the moment. You can use Indymedia and
Activelink (in Ireland) to find and publicise events. Search "anar-
chafeminist" on infoshop.org for lots of articles and links. The DIY
tab on schnews.org.uk (anarchist) has some good (and some
funny) info about everything from running a meeting to subver-
tising. seedsforchange.org.uk has some excellent resources for
activist groups. Many feminist groups also have email lists that
you can contact them to be added to.

Here's a list and some contacts for the feminists I spoke to for
this article (though there are far more out there!)

RAG: ragdublin@riseup.net, www.ragdublin.blogspot.com

Lash Back: lashbackdublin@grnail.com, myspace.com/ lashbacl<-
dublin

Choice Ireland: choiceireland@gmail.com,
www.choiceireland.org

FAF: mail@feministactivistforuin.org.ul<, www.feministactivist-
forum.org.uk  t

London Anarchafeminist Kollektiv (formerly Womynspace)
can be contacted at womenorganise-@yahoo.co.uk

Ladyfest: Info about the one in Cork back inApril:
www.ladyfestcorl<.org,. or wikipedia for your nea;rest/next one!
Than.l<s.Shelley. '1  W  

Cara says you can email her B her film "The
FutureofFeminism" < 1 '   
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The notion that women are oppressed in Muslim coun-
tries because of Islam is one of the root causes of the con-
fusing and complex stand-off between western liberal
feminists and the Muslim feminists of all schools (includ-
ing the author of this article). Muslim women are
oppressed precisely because they live in a patriarchal
society where religion is still the delivering arm of the
system's brutality against women. It is essential to under-
stand that one of the main concerns facing feminism in
Muslim countries is to analyse whether the issues of the
feminist movement are religious, cultural or social in
nature.

In Muslim countries, the feminist movement slowly
began to gather momentum in the 1950s. It started prima-
rily in the more liberal, secular regimes such as Turkey,
Egypt, Algeria, Iran and Morocco; with Iran falling out of
this category following the Islamic Revolution in 1979.
Women's rights were used by these regimes to showcase
their modernity, progress and democracy and the early

feminists were mainly academ-
  ics, both female and male, and

members of the ruling elite
classes. In Turkey, for example,
Women were encouraged to
run for national elections.
During the early years of the
Republic, after the establish-

ment of the National
Assembly in

Y 1923, positive
' discrimina-
t tion was used

W- as part of the
modernisation and

westernisation of Turkish
society. Emancipation,

which was offered on a sil-
ver plate to the privileged

few, failed to address the
issues of ordinary women.

Women in all Muslim countries
had to wait until the 1970s and
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19805 for a feminist movement that started to question the
practice of religion and its role in the oppression of
women.

During the 7th century, in the early days of Islam, the
Prophet Muhammad enforced a series of social, econom-
ic and cultural reforms. Many of these radical reforms
affected the treatment and place of women. For example,
the killing of baby girls was outlawed, women were
granted the right to control their wealth and were guaran-
teed the right to inherit property. Strict limits were placed
on polygamy and women were allowed to keep their
dowry. Muslim feminists of the religious school base their
politics on these social and economic changes.

“Emancipation, which was
offered on a silver plate to the
privileged few, failed to

address the issues of
ordinary women.“

In contrast, the Koran - the word of God as revealed to the
Prophet Muhammad - explicitly orders segregation of the
sexes and confines women to traditional roles. This calls
into question the credibility of historical stories of
Muhammad's "radical reforms". The Koran forms the
basis of family law in the majority of Muslim countries
and is considered to be the word of God. Hence, Koranic
regulations regarding women are followed with great
strictness, and despite the positive reforms Muhammad
introduced in the 7th century, the Koran states that "men
are superior to women on account of the qualities with
which God hath gifted one above the other."

Quoted in an article on Islam and feminism[1], author
Freda Hussain finds that the issues raised by Islamic fem-
inists are not directed at God's word as revealed in the

1

Koran, but with religious scholars‘ interpretations of the
Koran, and the ‘contrived or inauthentic traditions of later
provenance which either do not reflect what the Prophet
said or represent fallible variations of his hadith*'. Nazira
Zayn El-din, a scholar of Muslim feminism, goes further.
She blames early and medieval interpreters of the Koran
for disregarding the holy word of the Prophet in the area
of family law, and also
his teaching about
respect for women.
But this in no way 1
makes Muhammad a I
leading feminist aide  
in my eyes.  

I find this widely
popular idea of rein-
terpreting the Koran
contradictory to a
class based analysis of
feminism, as it rein-
states the hierarchy of
patriarchy. Although
a step forward, and
some political scien-
tists believe it may lay
the groundwork for
democracy, it does not
appear to be concerned with
the radical changes which

“the degree of our modernism is meas-

I

and Zan, an Islamist Feminist Magazine, which promotes
the idea that "Western feminism has promoted hostility
between the sexes, confused sex roles, and the sexual
objectification of women". This is a correct analysis of cer-
tain sections of the feminist movement, but fails to pro-
vide a "feminist" alternative. A number of its writers have
proposed an Islamic-style feminism that would stress

"gender complementar-
ity" rather than
equality and that
would pay full
respect to house-
wifery and mother-
hood while also giv-
ing women access
to education and
jobs. This is enough
to tell you where
our comrades get it
wrong.

There is also the
white elephant in

lthe corner of the
room; feminists in
Muslim countries
operate with the fear

of taking on and endur-
ing even more hostility
than is normal within

are necessary to improve the ured the and hair their countries. Even
lives of women in Muslim
countries, both Muslim and
non-Muslim. I also have a
problem with this notion
from a libertarian point of
view: why would and should feminism serve to benefit
religion in the first place? It is supposed to serve women.

The greater danger in Muslim feminists‘ search for solu-
tions within Sharia (Islamic Law based on the Koran,
hadith and other texts) is the relatively cheap PR and spin
which misogynist Sharia regimes get out of it. Because
this school of Muslim feminists support it, these regimes
can claim Sharia law is progressive and forward-thinking.

It is ironic that while these regimes condemn western
media as servants of evil, they so desperately want to be
seen by the west as "not so bad after all". Over the past ten
years or so, Iran has seen the publication of a number of
journals aiming to address the issues of Muslim women.
A short search on the Internet leads the researcher to
thousands of articles celebrating the feminist movement
in Iran and the great star of Iranian feminism, former
Ayatollah Rafsanjani‘s daughter, Faezah Hashemi, who
was a member of a parliament that delivered very little to
the women of Iran in the last ten years. There is a nause-
ating smell of "emancipation on a silver plate" from the
whole affair. This manifests best in her failure to mention
the hypocrisy of a regime which benefits greatly from
women's cheap labour, and yet fails to respect the work
they do in a war-torn country.

Hashemi has been busy publishing Tehran-based Zonan

we reveal and not by what W8 can
achieve.”

among secular groups,
it is taboo to criticise
religion or the funda-
mental values forced
upon women in

Muslim societies in relation to virginity, marriage,
divorce, etc. Our comrades elsewhere are left to wonder
why Muslim women seek solutions within the religion
itself.

A class-based analysis of women's issues has only
emerged recently. Egyptian scholar Nawal El Saddawi
has made one of the first such analyses of Muslim
women's issues and oppression. She states that women's
oppression is

"not essentially due to religious ideologies . . . but derives its
roots from the class and patriarchal system. Islamic history
paints a picture ofpre-Islamic society where women's sexuality
is ‘chaotic, all-embracing, rampant promiscuity whose essence
is woman's self determination‘. The male is left with a lack of
initiative, and is unable to control relationships through a posi-
tion of privilege. Such fears are behind the construction of
Muslim sex roles, which find their basis in the assumption that
proper social order relies on the curtailment offemale sexuali-
tyII H

There are so many examples of brutality and oppression
against women in Muslim countries that if we were to
imagine women and men as two nations, we would end
up with the longest, most ruthless invasion and war in the
history of humanity. It is this long-standing hostility
which needs explanation first. It is important to have first-
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hand knowledge of these events in our
communication with Muslim women
in order to let them know, firstly, that
we are aware and interested, and sec-
ondly, that we will support them in
their struggle to end this brutality. It is
not difficult to compile a list of atroci-
ties and human rights violations
against Muslim women.
Unfortunately, the mainstream media
increased their interest only after the
wars against Afghanistan and Iraq,
and these atrocities are the conse-
quence of the American war machine.
The plight of Afghan women in turn is
used as a scare tactic by the regimes
such as Iran, Saudi Arabia and Gulf
countries against the women who
demand more freedom.

While some feminists in the West beat
around the bush with an air of multi-
culturalist political correctness and go
out of their way to show respect for
one's religion, there is a growing num-
ber of feminists in countries like
Palestine, Turkey and Iran and in the
diaspora in non-Muslim countries
whose policies and strategies for fem-
inism do not adopt the route of
Western Liberal Feminism. Instead,
their high priestesses are the likes of
Condoleezza Rice, Thatcher and Mary
Harney, and their high products were
first The Spice Girls and subsequently
Sex in the City. At the same time, the
degree of our modernism is measured
by the inches of flesh and hair we can
reveal and not by what we can
achieve.

The media and pop culture portrays
the brutality and oppression of
women in Muslim countries as the
manifestation of Muslim ideology,
however it never attaches “Christian“
or any other religion to the headlines
about the brutality and oppression
against women in non-Muslim coun-
tries, e.g. stories of the men of former
socialist countries benefiting from the
$300 billion turnover in the trafficking
of women and children in the west
alone.

This article is written neither in
defence of the religion nor in agree-
ment with Muslim feminists who seek
solutions within the structure of
Islam. Their desperate search within
Sharia laws and regimes may achieve
a few limited steps forward within a
realistic timeframe, but radical
changes are not likely to come

overnight, as the brute is too big and
too damn powerful. However, these
feminist movements can provide rela-
tive safer spaces for freedom of
expression through which women can
develop their ideologies while work-
ing towards a more radical non-reli-
gious space.

WHAT CHANGES DO WE NEED?

We are in need of an urgent clarifica-
tion here in the ‘developed’ world;
Muslim women in the global media
are depicted, written about and heard
of only when they are victims. The
outsider tells them, from this perspec-
tive, what their identities and prob-
lems are and how to live. The achieve-
ments of Muslim women in education,
health and art production, their strug-
gle and gains, are always seen as con-
cessions and rights which are ‘granted’
by the regimes they live in.

]ust over half a billion women and
children have no basic education.
They lack the power to demand their
basic human rights. Women produce
two thirds of the world's wealth but
get paid little, often nothing, for this
work. The reckless and hungry profit
economy benefits hugely from this
work force. Women cost next to noth-
ing to their employers or their states in
health services or education; due to
this, they die young. Imagination calls
for a place, in 30 years time, when
Muslim women will have reclaimed
their basic human and workers‘ rights
and will have landed the bill for their
old age pension care on their respec-
tive countries‘ exchequers' desks.
What will we do about them then, as
gassing them is not an option? So the
cheapest "humanitarian" approach is
to do nothing and keep them unedu-
cated, powerless and unhealthy.

The World Powers are only prepared
to give basic old age care to a lucky
few million. This needs to be changed
immediately, making a genuine effort
to realise a class revolution. There is
an urgent need and call for land and
income redistribution reforms.
Organisations such as WTO, the
World Bank and the IMF should cease
operation immediately and all foreign
deficit for underdeveloped countries
should be defaulted collectively.
Arms, missile and mine production
must end immediately, all arms
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should be decommissioned and all
debt created for military spending
should also be defaulted. Workers in
disadvantaged regions and countries
should be paid the maximum stan-
dard for their work, not the minimum.
Immediate studies should be carried
out to determine real demand for pro-
duction, type of production and prod-
ucts; sustainable living should be
enforced despite monetary cost.
Domestic work should be organised in

collective or other ways to be paid and
shared by all involved. Alternative
education modules and schools
should be facilitated. Tax and invest-
ment subsidies for big businesses and
syndicates should cease and workers
should have full say on where the tax
revenue generated thus far should be
spent. Commitment and an in-depth
understanding of the relevance of
these types of radical changes in our
lifestyles and production culture,

“What we primarily need and want
is basic human rights, economic
freedom, education, jobs and

healthy affordable food.”
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combined with communal, collective
activity and ownership, may be a
place to start to aid the workers of the
world.

You do not rise up in a regime like
Iran without a consciousness against
imperialism and you definitely do not
rise up to die, but to succeed. It is
humiliating how we are viewed at
times as being so ignorant. As the
West banters on mile-long newspaper
columns and film and TV time about
the hijab, burka and the scarves, the
majority of Muslim women are strug-
gling to put food on the table, basic
health care and education for their
children, not worrying about their
clothes.

Muslim women get this tough love
from the world, all this ‘concern‘ from
western media, without knowing
why. They are seeking justice under
dire and simply unsafe conditions
while being bullied into justifying
their way of life, not by the immediate
oppressors, but by their so-called
allies. Why is it that the hijab and hijab
alone is the only subject of interest
when it comes to women in Muslim
countries? Could it be because very
few in a broad spectrum of the politi-
cal correctness league are able to over-
come their under-toned prejudices.
The remainder are happy only to pay
attention when a woman's (or a
child's) hijab, or worse - her vagina, is
the subject matter.

Muslim women have little to expect
from a feminist movement which con-
fines its search for justice to within a
system built by and existing for men.
The majority of feminist ideologies
and activism in the developed world
today do not address and support the
struggle of their Muslim comrades
openly, directly or sufficiently. The
trust, which is necessary to make rad-
ical changes together, has not been
built yet. Western feminists may have
to face the fact that their discomforts
may be seen as petulant and they may
have a hard time mobilising their
Muslim comrades to join the fight for
equal membership in exclusive golf
clubs.

Muslim women struggle to overcome
their permanent image as helpless and
voiceless victims. It is a delicate bal-
ance between demanding to be seen
and heard in all areas of life, and cele-
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brate these achievements while trying
to voice the violations of their rights.

We don't want to be equal to men
within a Sharia regime; this is the
common ground for non-religious
feminists in relatively more liberal sec-
ular Muslim countries such as Turkey,
Palestine, Egypt, Morocco and
Algeria. The non-believing, non-prac-
ticing members of this broad concept
of “secular feminism“ simply reject
any rule by religion. Some of them
suggest the separation of state and
religious affairs as if they do not exist
to serve each other. This may be due
to the fear I mentioned earlier.

Little in the lives of the women in the
Western world suggests that theirs is
the model of emancipation. Muslim
women are well aware of the ills of
capitalist society and they want to
protect themselves and their children
from them. This is where our well-
meaning non-Muslim comrades get
confused. We don‘t want to arrive to
the ridiculed space western feminism
has arrived to, although having made
great gains for women; neither do we
want to take the same route. We don't
want to serve in the army; we don‘t
want to sit in parliaments which take
decisions to go on wars and to spend
state budgets on buying more arms.
We don't want the power to subject
our countries to 150 year long foreign
deficits to the World Bank. We don‘t
want to surrender our lives to the
hands of those like the WTO who steal
the food from our tables.

What we primarily need and want is
basic human rights, economic free-
dom, education, jobs and healthy
affordable food. As things stand in the
world we live in today, these rights
are denied to the majority of the
world's workers and they will not be
handed to us either. That is, unless we
get out there and organise for radical
change where we will have full con-
trol of our production and its tools
and where all responsibilities are
shared mutually.

*the hadith is the written record of
the life of the Prophet Muhammad

[1] Freda Hussain, Muslim women,
quoted at
http:/ /www.geocities.com/Athens/
Oracle/3499/ asr317_2.htm
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The ‘pushers out‘ movement was highly complex and took place in multiple locations over the course of two
decades. This article is an attempt to address the changing roles of women in their community during the
anti-drugs campaign by focusing on the experiences of women from Teresa's Garden in the South inner city.
Check out the recommended reading listfor more information on different aspects of the movement.

“Build a bonfire,
Build a bonfire,

Put the pushers on the top,
Put the TDs* in the middle,

And we'll burn the fucking lot”
This was the protest chant of the ‘Concerned Parents Against
Drugs‘ (CPAD), Dublin's anti-drugs movement that rose up
throughout the inner city initially in the early 80's followed
by a second wave of campaigns in the mid 90's. The second
wave consisted of COCAD (Coalition of Communities
Against Drugs) which operated on the southside while on
the northside CDCC (Citywide Drugs Crisis Campaign)
functioned as a subset of ICON (Inner City Organizations
Network) - a community development focused association
of activists. The chant serves well to illustrate the adverse
relation between Dublin's working classes and the state. The
inaction of the Irish government to the heroin epidemic that
claimed so many lives of the activists‘ children left them lit-
tle choice but to organise autonomously through grassroots
community action. The reaction of the government to com-
munities addressing their needs, the greatest threat to state
legitimacy, was to suppress the movement through various
means including the use of the juryless special criminal court
which tries terrorist and organised crime cases.

The anti-drugs or ‘Pushers Out‘ movement is a story about
how Dublin City works, or rather how it doesn't work, as
mass unemployment in the 70's, 80's and early 90's hit the
poorest people hardest and the inner city suffered wide-
spread poverty. The now gentrified and gated communities
of the north inner city, currently desirable propaerty for
Dublin's post industrial workforce, were originally built to
house generations of people who would have left school at
14 to spend their lives working on the docks. This shift in
occupancy serves as an example of Ireland's changing class
relations. Those once employed in the industrial sector (in
this case as dockers - until new freight container technology
created thousands of redundancies) became irrelevant to the
changing needs of Ireland's service-based economy and suf-
fered decades of state neglect. This neglect facilitated an
indifference to the state and the rise of organised crime.

Sue Richardson is a prisoners rights activist and co-author of
‘Pure Murder‘, a book about heroin addiction based on a
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selection of interviews with drug users. She lives in the north
inner city and supported the second phase of the ‘Pushers
Out’ campaign. She described the rise to power of criminal
gangs.

“There had been a continuous battle of wills in this area (north
inner city) between the crims (criminals) and the gardai (gardai
siochana - Irelands police force) and usually the crims won - The
gardai were regularly attacked and a lot of the people who went into
bank robbery and started using guns came from this area original-
ly H

In the late 70's drugs began to appear in the inner city and by
the early 80's a real life nightmare began as widespread hero-
in use lead to overdoses, AIDs, and suicides. Addiction
became viewed as a death sentence. Anarchist and commu-
nity development worker Brid (name changed), also active
in the second phase of the movement in the north side,
explained that life at the time was marred with fear of your
children succumbing to drug use, "It was considered lucky if
you got your kids to their 20's without being addicted".
Working class communities, stigmatised as ‘no-go areas‘,
seemed to exist in a vacuum outside of the state. I asked
Chris McCarthy who lives in St. Teresa's Garden, a flat com-
plex in the south inner city from which the CPAD emerged,
why the government turned their backs on working class
communities across Dublin who struggled daily against the
effects of the drug economy.

"It suited all the powers that be, it wasn't just the cops, it suited
the government and all. There was one stage in the 80's when there
were elections going on. There was never anybody coming to
Teresa's Garden to canvas. They didn't bother their backsides to
come up to see who we wanted to vote for, can they help, is there
anything they could do. It was like, ‘keep them in their box, leave
them there, ignore them and we'll get on with life‘. "

Theories developed that the inaction of the cops to the open
air dealing that was taking place was a deliberate attempt to
undercut the rise of organised crime.

"The Pushers, they were quite powerful. There was this theory at
one point that actually the guards promoted drugs because when
people are stoned out of their heads they're not capable of commit-
ting crime and certainly they used it to get information out ofpeo-
ple. If they knew that someone was on drugs they would bring them
in and be questioning them and if they hadn't had a fix for long
enough syringes were dangled in front of their eyes. It was a very
strong notion around the area that the guards were useless. People
hated guards and they'd never inform on anybody. There was
nobody really to deal with the pushers. That's why the movement
got so strong. “ (Sue)

But these ‘no go areas‘ weren't unlivable zones of despair.
They were tightly woven communities, people connected
over generations and it was these connections that built the
movement. Entire families took part in mass meetings and
marches to suspected dealers houses. Women kept perma-
nent vigil during the day - their husbands took over at night
- preventing addicts or dealers from entering their estates.
Street traders operated much of the intelligence function of
the movement, gathering information on suspected dealers
while playing a major role in the flying columns that would
mobilise in support of communities confronting dealers out
of town. The ‘ordinary decent criminals‘, not involved in the
drug economy, marched against the pushers or ‘druggy
criminals‘. Local women played a central role in the events.
However, activist with COCAD and author of Pushers Out -

the inside story of Dubligls anti-drugs movement, Andre
Lyder makes the observation that - "while women were the
backbone of the campaign, overwhelmingly filling the meet-
ings and marches, very few made a contribution at Executive
Committee level though we always sought to encourage it."

Mothers Against Drugs

Curious to understand what held women back from taking a
more public role in the movement, I asked Chris to describe
her involvement in the campaign. In the summer of 1982, a
women's group, of which Chris was a member, were training
to run a marathon to raise money for the creche at the Mercy
Family centre based in the Liberties (which was originally set
up by the Sisters of Mercy). They met to go jogging around
Teresa's Garden and on their route they came upon two men
pants down and shooting up into their groin. Teresa's
Garden had become a regular haunt for addicts to come and
get their fix. Dealers lived prosperously while the drugs they
sold devastated communities. Syringes and other drug
debris littered the play area of these women's children.
Determined to address the crises, the women's group called
a meeting, which lead to the first collective action against
drugs.

"We were standing at the front of the flats with banners saying
that we weren't having drugs - it was ‘Mothers Against Drugs‘ at
the time before it was the concerned parents (CPAD). Then it start-
ed to get a little bit violent and people were getting threatened by
these drug pushers - they were told that this was big business and
to keep out. They told their husbands and then the men decided that
they were going to take over and call the meetings and that they
would head meetings in future so the women were pushed into the
background but I have to say at the time we were so scared that we
were happy to move into the background."

CPAD emerged and began a direct action campaign to get
the pushers out of Teresa's Garden.

"We went for the biggest pusher in town one time - he was one of
the main pushers in Ireland - we were marching on that family and
believe it or not, the police protected them, we were getting shifted,
the men were getting arrested for standing there trying to get a
drug pusher out. So women mainly got disillusioned and fright-
ened as well because if you were going to get arrested who was
going to take care ofyour children?"

I asked Chris what involvement in the campaign meant to
women from Teresa's Garden. She described a transition in
how women related to their community moving from tradi-
tional private roles in the home to public, political roles in
community politics.

"Women got stronger in that we were out there and we got
involved in community development and stuff that made the com-
munity a better place. Getting rid of drugs obviously was the first
thing you had to do but that was left to the men then and most of
us would have been involved here in the family centre. It had noth-
ing at the time and we've developed this centre to what it is today
- because of I suppose the leadership role and what happened to us,
what happened to the first generation of our children. We weren't
going to let that happen again, we just weren't. So all the activi-
ties that were run - the clubs, the youth centre, the family centre,
the creche, the playschool - all developed from that and women
started coming to women's groups and loads ofwomen ‘s education
goes on here today." 9‘
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Politicisation through anti-drug activism was the spark for
the women to demand more for themselves. Their focus
shifted from direct action to self and community develop-
ment. This drive was facilitated by the women's education
groups at the centre which, for a lot of women from Teresa's
Garden, led on to literacy and English classes, ]unior and
Leaving Cert examinations, courses in self development and
assertiveness, classes on social analysis and community
development resulting in professional roles.

“I actually ended up going to LICD Belfield and doing women's
studies and got my accreditation there to get the job which would
never have happened the group of us that night had decided to
ignore those lads... A few years ago it would be very noticeable to
a man hiswife or his partner came here because we were getting
stronger and the personal development was making us more
assertive and we were able to stand up for our rights. Our hus-
bands would say ‘you weren ‘t like that before you went to that cen-
tre‘ so they knew that we were moving on. Now it's just acceptable
because the women come here very young now so the way they
start with their partners is the way they're going to go on. Years
ago when we came first your husband was used to you staying at
home and minding the kids and not doing anything for yourself.
Now women expect more for themselves, they're much more
assertive - I can see the difference in them I can see the difference in
their partners, they're more respected.“

I asked Chris about her thoughts on feminism.

"I think you have to be at a certain stage in your life before you can
be a feminist and I think you actually have to afford to be a femi-
nist. I don‘t think it's very easy to be a feminist, you have to be in
a certain position, you have to get training and a certain amount of
education before you are strong enough to ever afford to be a femi-
nist. Because when I went to Belfield it was a shock to me that
women were such feminists to a degree that I was kind offrightened
of it, of what was expected of me, frightened to go there and turn
out to be afeminist because it didn‘tfit into this area. It didn‘tfit
into my lifestyle, obviously slowly you do grow and cliar-1ge...I was
a bit intimidated byfeminism to start with, and I ‘d say a lot ofpeo-
ple are, especially people in this area becausefeminists are... you're
either a lesbian or your husband will leave you, all sorts of crazy
years ago issues. "

I asked if it's seen as something that creates more problems
in your life than you already have.

“ Yeah, go away I don‘t need any more shit in my life. . .it‘s hard
you're not brought up like that. Ioanna was a nun, the woman that
opened this centre so feminism probably wouldn't have been her
biggest thing. Training us to be better parents was the main thing.
The growth came through being here and trying to get our hus-
bands involved in parenting, not just the mummy had to do
that. . ..a lot of the time she would take us away at the weekend and
insist that it was the husband that would mind the children; we
weren't to get our family members to mind them. In that way she
was a little bit of a feminist getting the men involved.“

Chris and the other women from St Teresa's Garden eventu-
ally took over the Mercy Family Centre in 2001 and now run
it as a community resource centre which continues to pro-
vide social service including childcare, educational, cultural
and community development opportunities

Image Left: Women at one of the first meetings held in
St Teresa's Gardens, south inner city in 1982
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Reflections
Women's involvement in the campaign was forced to change
as harassment at the hands of the dealers and the Gardai
made life dangerous for them and their families. Their
activism, now focused on the family centre, created a differ-
ent sort of social change; challenging traditional gender roles
and carving out a public role for themselves in community
development. The centre provided childcare facilities and
educational opportunities; the practical and personal sup-
port necessary for the women to challenge limitations placed
on them by traditional, patriarchal family structures, lack of
experience and skills necessary to operate in the public,
political sphere. While the women challenged family struc-
tures and traditional gender roles, identifying as a feminist
didn't fit into the lifestyle within the community and femi-
nism was stigmatized. Sue spent time teaching adult literacy
at the Lourdes Youth Community Services (LYCS) centre
based just off Sean Mac Dermott Street in Dublin's North
East Inner City and LYCS ran women's health groups which
operated in a similar fashion to feminist consciousness-rais-
ing groups. I asked her about the courses.

"Anybody who raises these issues is going to be marginalised, espe-
cially now because Feminism is such a dirty word these days. There
isn't anything like the consciousness-raising groups around any-
more. I suppose in a way that's what the courses were. . .The cours-
es were a sort of forerunner of participation (in the pushers out
movement) because they raised contentious issues. They (the
women) would gradually change a bit and they would start think-
ing. Some of the women threw their husbands out of the
house. . .There was a fear of the courses because when people did get
involved they changed - the more knowledge you get about some-
thing you change from what you were. Your behaviour changes
and your language changes, certainly your ideas change so your
attitudes to people change and their attitudes to you change as well.
People don‘t like to be isolated. They're not used to being isolated
by change. It‘s one thing to be isolated because your kid is HIV pos-
itive but to be isolated for ideas - I think people are very scared of
that. “

This article is based on interviews with Chris McCarthy, Sue
Richardson, Brid (name changed) and Iim Davis who is cur-
rently working on the production of a documentary about
the lst phase of the ‘Pushers out‘ movement. Thanks also to
Andre Lyder for permission to use images from his book.

* TD Teachta Dala is the Irish for Deputy to the Dail - the
term is used to describe Irish parliamentarians
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Language and linguistic sexism

Language is essentially something external to us - we acquire it,
use it and learn as we go. However, it is more than a communi-
cation tool as it also provides us with a framework from which
to hang our thoughts and construct our ideas. For most, the
words available to us can have just as great an influence on how
we can describe an event or feeling, as the experience of the
event itself. Language can shape how we engage with the world
and how we perceive others and ourselves within it.

The sexist bias concealed in the language we use is nothing new,
but rather an historical, inherited "norm". In the last number of
decades, a move has been underway to acknowledge and
address linguistic sexism. Despite this, demeaning terms and
male-orientated words do persist. Once we acknowledge that
women face discrimination and inequality, it is also clear that
many chauvinistic attitudes are sustained and solidly enshrined
in language used daily - spoken in conversations; printed in the
media; broadcast on radio and television.

Last year, I had the good fortune to meet Kate Swift, a writer
and feminist who in 1972, along with her partner Casey Miller,
co-wrote two articles on the issue of linguistic sexism. The first
was published in the first edition of Ms. magazine and shortly
after a second article appeared in The New York Times
Magazine - making it one of the first pieces of writing dealing
with this issue to reach such a mainstream audience. Swift and
Miller went on to write two books on this topic, both of which I
have read and have greatly informed the contents of this article
(Women and Words (1970) and The handbook of non-sexist
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writing (1980)). I interviewed Kate via email over recent months
and have included some her replies below in the second half of
this article.

Man as generic

The term "man" is often used to refer to both men and women.
It is easy to make the argument that “man" and male pronouns
are used as shorthand, a less clumsy way of repeatedly saying
"wome.n and men" or "he/ she". Another, more interesting view
(and for interesting read fucked-up) I have heard touted is that
using "man" as a generic term is just the way it has always been.
Surely, what this belief really hints at is that sexism is a tradition
which must be upheld!

I-low irritating it is to read classic anarchist and political texts
that make use of almost purely male-centric references e.g. the
struggle of man and his wage slavery, the Workingman and
brotherhood, "single-handed he is powerless by the aid of his
fellow men he triumphs over all obstacles". (Check it out; they
all do it more or less.) How can language that has so much to
say, such power and sincerity, at the same time be at a loss for
words to recognise me - and half of the world's population.

"Man" cannot mean male and female in one sentence and just
male in the next. It doesn't work and it is definitely not inclusive.

Often the words "they" and "their" are used when referring to
people in general terms and it works fine. In many other cases
pronouns may be unnecessary and can be removed without
interfering with the meaning of an expression or sentence.

Hierarchy, ranking, loaded adjectives
and double standards

Another, less recognised occurrence is the ranking which is
often common in words or lists e.g. his and hers, he/ she, men
and women, boys and girls, brother and sister, uncle and aunt,
Grandpa Ioe and Grandma Iosephine. This ordering reflects the
historically accepted hierarachy between women and men but
its sustained usage is not okay.
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Handbook  
When deconstructing biased language we must also consider
the many nouns and adjectives that are often particularly asso-
ciated with women or with men. These expressions are loaded
with assumptions, which reinforce dangerous stereotypes.
Perhaps, it is fair to say that they are one of the central tools that
maintain the simplified gender binary under which we all suf-
fer. Ideas became words, and now these words have firmly
lodged themselves as established, uncontested ideas.

All too frequently, a different approach is taken when describ-
ing a woman than a man. Again, slanted nouns and veiled adjec-
tives are thrown in but u.nfortunately it runs deeper than this.
The media are always quick to point out if a woman is a moth-
er, if she is married, what she was wearing and how she looked.
In fact, we are regularly served up these details before we even
get to the main point of the story - actually, annoyingly, often
this "clutter" is the main story! Seemingly neutral adjectives all
at once take on another meaning - the implications often leading
us to judge the woman in question in a negative light or expect-
ing us to be surprised by her achievements. The 2008 US presi-
dential election campaign has thrown up many instances and
thankfully they have not all gone un-challenged.

Messages gender biased language can
communicate

The messages gender biased language communicate must not
be underestimated and the confusion it can cause in a child's
mind should also not be overlooked. As very young children
begin to create and realise their identity, they first realise there
is an "I" and then recognise there are separate others too. Almost
immediately, these "others" will be classified as boys or girls
with all the cultural and societal trappings this binary entails.
How is this primarily communicated? Language. Words, cliches

or throw-away phrases which are widely used give a clear mes-
sage of what is expected of us all.

Children will hear and read about cavemen, ancient man, man
the explorer and inventor, the evolution of man, the working-
man and man-made objects. We are presented with Famous
Irish Writers, the Old Masters and the dead heroes of 1916 etc. -
all male. A boy will grow up to be a man, but (in most cases) a
girl will not. I wonder, are little girls confused by these mes-
sages; how can they identify with or understand their place in
this seemingly all-male world? Surely, at this early stage young
girls begin to internalise this conflict. They are expected to just
get on with their lives accepting their positions as secondary cit-
izens while enthusiastically embracing all the trappings which
they are granted (to be "girly", "womanly" or perhaps even lady-
like).

      T ) K

     

Highlighting some of the phenomena that I have briefly touched
on above, I am not (yet) proposing that we eliminate all gen-
dered pronouns and references to a persons sex in the our lan-
guage. ln many cases, I believe it may be useful and not neces-
sarily a negative thing, if used correctly and respectfully.
Different languages deal with gender in many different ways, in
some there is only one, non-gendered, pronoun, in others all
nouns are assigned a gender. Think about the words you use
and those you hear or read. There is plenty of literature avail-
able which deals much more in-depth with this topic and it is
worth investigating.

And it's not just gender

The hidden bias in language is just as applicable and oppressive
in other areas such as race, class and sexuality but that, I'm
afraid, is an article for another day.

bvterrlew with water and fimcitist kate §to'
In the following short interview, Kate discusses her early influences, her
journey to feminism and on-going activism.
RAG: What were your early influ- sworn to secrecy that she would never
ences and how did the time you both talk much about it for the rest of her life

(although she told wonderful stories
about her social life as a navy officer).

spent in the army/navy impact you?

Kate: Both Casey [Kate's partner] and I My work in the information and educa-
had supportive parents who helped us
build self-confidence in our early child-
hoods. Casey's father died when she
was 10, and my parents were separated
from the time I was 12 (later divorced);
both of us were sent to girls’ boarding
schools where we were encouraged to
think independently.

As for the impact of our military serv-
ice, I can't speak for Casey whose work
in naval intelligence involved. breaking
the codes Iapan used in the Pacific the-
atre of war. She was so effectively

tion section of the army medical corps
gave me terrific experience in writing
and broadcasting, and I had relatively
free rein to write or say whatever I
wanted in army newspapers and on
army hospital radio stations.

But although I had gone to an all-white
college in the South, it wasn't until I
was in the army that I was fully aware
of institutional racial segregation.
Working at army hospitals in Georgia,
Alabama, and other states in the Deep
South, I became friends with several
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19405.) I didn't Wake up to civil rights 8:
equality for women until the late 1960s
when I met Casey and we started Writing
together.

RAG: Can you tell me about your path to
feminism?

Kate: You may find this hard to believe but
I grew up knowing nothing of the history
of women's rights. I'd never heard of Mary
Wollstonecraft until I was well over 30.
Susan B. Anthony was a joke in my child-
hood. In retrospect, I realize that my par-
ents' expectations and hopes for my broth-
er (15 months my senior) were mainly a
successful career and high achievement in
whatever work he chose; for me, a happy
marriage and children. I accepted that

after they were discharged. It was ""1
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 I waswith of
my forties. I" was working at
ifMedici“ *he“(1“id"196°s)I   behaviour

female 'i"tr"e'ated.
Reading Betty Frieclan at that time, I recog-
nized my own total submersion in the
numbing popular culture of the 19405 and
'50s, "the feminine mystique".

By 1970 I had reached the glass ceiling in
my career at Yale. Casey was already free-
lancing and suggested we ‘start a free-lance
partnership; we did and in the next few
years began working for the women's
movement's political goals - still far from
achieved.

Our initial discoveries about language and
sexism are described in the preface to
Words and Women.
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The pending in 1973 when
the Court decided Roe v.
W3d?f§a'isimilar case originating in Texas,

established the basic right to abor-
tion in all states (at which the courts have
been chipping away ever since).

We also worked for the Equal Rights
Amendment [see text box] to the U.S.
Constitution during the early 1970s, lobby-
ing members of Congress and our state leg-
islators. The Connecticut legislature rati-
fied the amendment in about 1974, but it
died in 1982 when time ran out and it was
3 states short of the 38 needed for passage.
That was a terrible loss, but I'm still work-
ing for it and am confident it will pass
eventually.

We joined the National Organization for
Women (NOW) in about 1970. For 2 or 3
years in the 1970s we co-edited the

Connecticut NOW newsletter. We helped organise marches and
demonstrations at the Connecticut capitol and in Washington for
the ERA, reproductive rights, LGBT rights, against violence
against women, etc. In 1995, I was a NOW delegate to the non-
governmental organizations (NGO) conference at the 5th UN
World Conference on Women in Beijing. (Casey was ill with the
lung disease from which she died two years later, but was with me
in spirit.)

We joined the Women's Institute for Freedom of the Press (WIFP)
in the mid-1970s and gave a workshop on dealing with sexism in
the media, sponsored by WIFP, in about 1981 at the National Press
Club in Washington.

One of our main concerns was always to help feminist Women get
elected to public office. We worked in local, state, and national
campaigns, writing brochures and press releases, doing door-to-
door visits, mailings, telephoning, etc. We had a lot of fun and felt
huge satisfaction as more and more feminists, both female and
male, got into politics, but also felt frustrated by the slow pace of
lasting changes.

I agree completely that as long as we have a capitalist economy,
based on exploitation rather than cooperation, injustices will per-
sist. My gut feeling is still that human society is capable of evolv-
ing into a more equitable community.

RAG: You have been involved in campaigns to get feminist
women elected. From your experience, what were the main
obstacles to their demands and to lasting change?

Kate: Supporting feminist women in public office: Yes, efforts to
crash the boys’ club can be painful to the point of exhaustion and
drop-out, as happened in the 1970s and '80s. Fortunately, there
are more feminist men in public office today than 35 years ago;
they can be powerful allies. The main obstacle to the agenda of
elected feminists’ is still the unwillingness of some men and insti-
tutions to give up power. Lessons learned? That politics is the art
of compromise, and it's better to settle for a partial victory than to
demand everything at once and get nothing. Lasting change is
usually by increments - often two steps forward, one step back - as
in the reproductive rights and gay marriage campaigns, while
keeping the goal in sight and knowing that it will be reached even-
tually.

RAG: Do you have any advice for struggling pro-choice Irish
activists?

Kate: The only advice I can think of to give to pro-choice activists
is: don't ever argue with anti-abortionists about when life begins.
I think the so-called pro-life adherents, particularly legislators, can
only be won over by knowing personal stories of the tragic conse-
quences of unintended pregnancies that result for women in
botched illegal abortions, as well as for unwanted children born to
women who can't possibly (for whatever reasons) give them ade-
quate care. My experience is that they are less persuaded (espe-
cially if they're deeply religious in their "pro-life" convictions) by
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women's right to autonomy over their own bodies.

RAG: How do you think the movement for non-sexist language
has progressed? Do you think a third, gender free pronoun sys-
tem is possible?

Kate: Sexism in language--yes, there's been a lot of progress in the
past 25 years, much of it simply reflecting the reality of historical
change; e.g., invitations from corporations to "department heads
and their spouses"; politicians refer to "our men and women in our
armed forces"; news coverage citing "the next senator (governor,
chair of the city council, whatever), when he or she is elected"--but
note the order where male priority is unchanged.

There has been diminishing use of "man" as a false generic noun,
as in "early man in Africa" and math wording in schoolbooks "if a
man bicycles 40 km a day . . .", but it's still common as a verb, e.g.,
"manned space flight" and tv footage of New Orleans police of
both sexes "manning command posts as Hurricane Gustav
approached," according to the voice over.

More subtle sexist usage persists: e.g., descriptions of strong
women as "domineering" vs. strong men as "authoritative"; the
use of female-related words to insult males; and the media's
greater emphasis on the physical appearance and clothes of
women in the news than of men, which filters down to female con-
sumers and feeds the cosmetic and garment industries, who in
turn reinforce the anxiety many women feel about their appear-
ance. . . all circular.

On the accusation of being "too PC," I've noticed that people who
make it are usually members of an advantaged or political major-
ity, who are not able to imagine themselves being disadvantaged
or in any kind of minority class. My definition of PC is Plain
Civility.

As to the possibility of a third gender-free personal pronoun sys-
tem in the future, it seems unlikely--at least in the English lan-
guage. When we devoted an entire chapter to The Pronoun
Problem in The Handbook of Nonsexist Writing, we ended the chap-
ter with that question and our response that "increased use of sin-
gular they in writing as well as speech--and the restitution of the
status it enjoyed before grammarians arbitrarily proscribed it--
now seems inevitable." That's what has happened and I doubt
that any grammarian is tearing their hair out.

RAG: Any other suggestions for us? Any books or sources
which you would like to recommend to the readers of The Rag?

Kate:On linguistic gender bias, the subject hasn't had much public
attention in recent years, in part because there has been a more
conscious effort by the media, public speakers, and politicians to
use gender-inclusive language. But sexist attitudes are so deeply
ingrained in western cultures that they still surface in language
use. j

The only really good resource I know of that's been published
since Casey and I were writing on the subject is a book called
Talking About People by Rosalie Maggio, 1997, Oryx Press, Phoenix,
Arizona. The introductory material is excellent. The main part of
the book is an alphabetical listing of words and phrases that var-
ied categories of people (women, ethnic minorities, LGBTs, dis-
abled, etc.) find offensive, and for which she suggests alternatives.

The thing I would say to younger feminists today is Keep up the
momentum, with strength and courage, toward our goals. Or in
the words of Susan Brownell Anthony, who led the woman suf-
frage movement in the US more than 100 years ago, "Failure is
impossible."

'-I
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rish comedian Tommy Tiernan
describes his schoolyard sex-edu-
cation. At break-time, a more
knowledgeable peer explains:
"First your willy goes hard... then
you put it inside her". One per-

plexed schoolboy replies, "but I don't
like cider!"

Nell McCafferty's description of the
Tribunal of Inquiry into the Kerry Babies
Case creates similar images to those of
the boys in Tiernan's class, although they
are now grown men. These men are at
the top of their game in the Gardai
Siochana and legal professions, sitting
on the Tribunal but still not much clear-
er on the mysteries of sex and baby mak-
ing. Iudge Kevin Lynch, the Tribunal
Iudge, asks at one point if it is possible to
give birth standing up - and there really
isn't anything funny about that.

A Woman To Blame by Nell McCafferty, a
well known lrish feminist, is a book of
less than 200 pages explaining what hap-
pened in Ireland in 1984 when the body
of a newly born child was washed up on
a beach in County Kerry. This child
became known as the Kerry Baby. A
local woman, Ioanne Hayes, was
accused of killing the child; while her
mother, sister, brothers and aunt were
accused of concealing its birth. The case
was not brought to trial, as the allega-
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Iudge Kevin
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Tribunal Iudge,
asks at one
point if it is

possible to give
birth standing
up - and there

really isn't any-
thing funny
about that.

tions were unfounded and the evidence
contradictory, most notably that Ioanne
had a different blood type to the Kerry
Baby. However, the Tribunal that fol-
lowed turned into a trial for Ioanne. Nell
McCafferty has an excellent, factual style
of writing and painstakingly explains
the complicated details of the case. I
hope I can do her justice in this review
while informing the reader of some of
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what I consider to be the most important
and interesting facts, reading this book
from an anarcha-feminist perspective.

The events take place against the back-
ground of Holy Catholic Ireland. At this
time, contraceptives were legally avail-
able to married couples only, and devout
doctors or pharmacists could refuse to
prescribe or accept a prescription of any
contraceptives if their beliefs prevented
them. Then a young woman, Ioanne had
an affair with a married man. She had a
baby by him which he didn't acknowl-
edge. Still convinced he loved her the
affair continued. Her next pregnancy
ended in miscarriage. A third ended
with Ioanne giving birth in a field and
the child dying within minutes of com-
plications or exposure - it's not entirely
clear. The body was placed in a plastic
bag, in a pool of water on the farm where
Ioanne lived, and life continued as nor-
mal.

Upon the discovery of the "Kerry Baby"
(the child found washed up on a beach)
in the same month, Ioanne was singled
out as the possible mother. This was
because the police found that she had
been pregnant, hadn't lost a child in hos-
pital and now was no longer pregnant.

These events need to be put in context
and the book can be viewed as a time

I1

capsule reminding (or informing) the
reader of what Irish society was like in
the 1980s: there was an economic depres-
sion, the power of the Catholic Church
was all encompassing and women were
subordinate. McCafferty presents an
overview of rural life where the events
unfolded including the organisations
that had influence, those being the
Gaelic Athletic Association, Macra na
Feirme and once again the all pervasive
Catholic Church. She describes how peo-
ple lived, worked, socialised and the
respect accorded to the local policeman.

The Tribunal of Inquiry into the Kerry
Babies Case takes up about half the
book, it lasted from December 1984 to
lune 1985. The main aim of the Tribunal
was to find out how police conducted
themselves during the questioning of the
Hayes family. It also addressed the alle-
gations of the Hayes family against the
police and any other relevant matters.
Unsurprisingly, the allegations against
the police were brushed over and as the
Tribunal proceeded, it became a public
investigation into the personality and
sexuality of Ioanne Hayes.

The allegations against the police includ-
ed; ]oanne being told her one year old
child would be put in an orphanage if
she didn't confess to murdering the
Kerry Baby, her brother Ned being
assaulted during questioning, and her
sister Kathleen being told she would be
put in a mental institution. There were
massive contradictions in the confes-
sions of each member of the family and
the writer suggests that the family were
telling the Guards what they wanted to
hear.  

The Tribunal tried to prove that the
Kerry Baby was ]oanne's child through
an extremely rare occurrence of "super-
fecundation" where a woman can be
pregnant with twins of two different
fathers with different blood types.

Reading this book my emotions were
sadness, shock, anger and indignation.
The usual suspects - the men in power of
the Catholic Church, the politicians,
many in the health and legal system
behaved in the callous way you might
expect. However, there were uplifting
moments in A Woman To Blame. ]oanne
continuously got letters and mass cards
from the public. Perhaps a curious phe-
nomenon to a non-catholic, a mass card
is a greeting card which states that a
mass is being said for you. These cards
illustrated how out of touch the Catholic
hierarchy was/ is with the typical
Catholic "on the street" who believed
Iesus preached love and forgiveness. A

chapter is devoted to some of the mes-
sages in these cards, which tell of a mas-
sive compassion from people of all ages
and walks of life: "loanne Hayes' public
suffering evoked private ordeals and
tribulations a sense of being trapped
and helpless while [she] was being pub-
licly crucified."

The parish priests of Abbeydorney
(nearest village to the Hayes' farm)
refused to say mass in the Hayes family
home. This would have been very insult-
ing to the family. But the people of the
village who were sickened by seeing
their neighbour Ioanne publicly interro-
gated (at one point under medication)

In another book, Documenting Irish
Feminisms, Connolly and O'Toole write
that the Tralee Women's Group organ-
ised regular demonstrations locally and
that a protest march was held in Dublin.
The authors feel that after this particular-
ly low point for the women of Ireland,
there was a move away from the conser-
vative catholic opinions of sexuality. The
photos I've seen of demonstrations from
this time have women's groups from all
over Ireland, so maybe this cloud had a
silver lining as women's groups
mobilised and were inspired to make a
change.

” the Irish women's movement
did not stand idly by. In addition to

protesting outside the court - f€II1l-
nists nationwide sent yellow

flowers to Ioanne. I think this
was a beautiful idea."

organised a protest. The mostly farming
community stood in solidarity outside
the courthouse with banners that said
simply "Abbeydorney supports Joanne".
McCafferty puts a lot of significance on
this event.

Of course the lrish women's movem.ent
did not stand idly by. In addition to
protesting outside the court - being con-
demned by Iudge Lynch and threatened
with a jail sentence - feminists nation-
wide sent yellow flowers to Ioanne. I
think this was a beautiful idea - when the
TV and press cameras snapped her leav-
ing court every day her arms were full of
yellow flowers. This symbol caught on
and hundreds of flowers were sent daily,
McCafferty admits it was unlikely that
each flower represented an active Irish
feminist. She offers a snap shot of the
women's movement of that time. Two
years prior to the tribunal, many
women's groups formed with the agen-
da of opposing the govermnent‘s pro-
posed amendment to Irish legislation in
relation to abortion. But they were faced
with the might of church and state and
many buckled under this pressure. Now
they had a chance to organise again and
it is interesting to hear (for the first time
in my case) of the people and the projects
of the time e.g., the Women's
Community Press and lrishwomens
Guidebook and Diary.

Until I read A Woman To Blame I had
always mixed up the "Kerry Babies" with
the story of Anne Lovett. Poor 15 year
old Anne was pregnant in 1984, and had
her baby in a grotto at the foot of a stat-
ue of the Virgin Mary. Both she and the
baby died there. Although I have many
memories of current affairs from 1984,
for some reason these two tragedies
never entered my childish world. And as
I inform myself by reading this book
today in 2008 I just can't understand how
the stories of these two women and three
dead babies didn't change the laws in
relation to contraception and abortion
immediately! In fact, condoms only
became freely available in 1993 and of
course abortion is still illegal. It seems
these crazy creatures called women have
a bit more autonomy now, but still the
state exerts too much control over our
bodies.

A Woman To Blame is an uncomfortable
book to read, but I would recommend
you do.

Further reading:
Truth, Power and Lies, Irish Society and The
Case of the Kerry Babies, By Tom Inglis
(2005)
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"Women do two-thirds of the worlds work for 5% of the income“[1]

"As carers, waged or unwaged, we [women] are always WORKERS, and we have the power to
bring the whole economy to a halt... WHEN WOMEN STOP, EVERYTHING STOPS.“ [2]

When the current Irish constitution was unveiled in 1937, it set out
a special place for women within the home. According to article
41.2.1 "The State recognises that by her life within the home,
women gives to the State a support without which the common
good cannot be achieved." This article has often been highlighted
as a sexist piece of legislation, confining women to the house and
illustrating the unholy unity of state and church that has charac-
terised Ireland since independence. And it is. But while the article
in its context is worthy of feminist ire, there is a sentiment in arti-
cle 41.2.1 that cannot be dismissed[3] ; without the support that
women give to society through their lives in the home the ‘com-
mon good‘ cannot be achieved. In capitalist society the ‘common
good‘ too often comes to mean the profits of capital, and without
the work of women the profits of capital certainly cannot be
achieved; they depend upon it. In this article I want to look at the
specific way in which women are exploited in capitalism, namely
through their unwaged work in the home. The article starts by
sketching out the emergence of capitalism and how it affected
women[4] , before looking at some of the arguments made by
Mariarosa Dalla Costa and Selma Iames in their classic text The
Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community. Finally it will
look at the movement of grassroots women demanding recogni-
tion and remuneration for their caring work who have come
together in the Global Women's Strike.

l/domen owl 1-he emer-Senee oQ
e.odPIi‘l-otlssm
Capitalism emerged in Europe between the 15th and 17th cen-
turies. Its tumultuous birth was attended by huge social
upheavals and serious resistance from those sectors of the popula-
tion who stood to lose the most. The emerging capitalist economy
was built on the dispossession of the peasants of Europe and the
slavery of the populations of the new world. The advent of capi-
talism's pivotal relationship, the wage, and the attendant capital-
ist division of labour heralded a new and intense form of exploita-
tion, especially for women.

The initial period in the emergence of capitalism is known as
primitive accumulation. Before the capitalist mode of production
could establish and maintain itself, enough capital had to be accu-
mulated to start this process [5]. In Federici's[6] words "Primitive
accumulation consisted in an immense accumulation of labor
power - ‘dead labor‘ in the form of stolen goods, and ‘living labor‘
in the form of human beings being made available for exploita-
tion- realized on a scale never before matched in the course of his-
tory"[7]. This primitive accumulation of capital was achieved by
means of a vicious class war against the peasantry of Europe and
the enslavement and dispossession of the populations of Africa
and the ‘new world‘.

The emergence of capitalism had a particularly devastating effect
on women, and as Federici has illustrated, women were to the fore
in resisting its impositions, leading anti-enclosure protests and
food riots.[8] Women's control over their own bodies was
attacked in the witch hunts and they were subordinated to the
position of unpaid domestic servants in a hierarchical division of
labour. The new capitalist division of labour wrenched apart the
previously unified spheres of production and reproduction. It
"destroyed the family and the community and production as one
whole," separating out production from the reproduction of
labour and ordering them hierarchically according to the wage. [9]
In the new market economy only production-for-market was
deemed value creating. The Work of reproduction (giving birth,
rearing children, feeding, cleaning and caring for people) was rel-
egated to the home, rendered invisible and reckoned economical-
ly valueless; it even ceased to be considered work [10]. "The eco-
nomic importance of the reproduction of labour power carried out
in the home, and its function in the accumulation of capital
became invisible, being mystified as a natural vocation and
labeled as ‘women's labour"‘ [11].

to

Domestie labour! The Power of?
women owl the Subversion oQ ‘Hue
Q.orv\munIi‘l-J. I

The gendered schism between domestic work and waged work
that was brought about by the emergence of capitalism is key to
understanding the how women are exploited by it. In their ground
breaking essay The Power of Women and the Subversion of the
Community (PWSC), Mariarosa Dalla Costa and Selma Iames look
in depth at domestic labour and its place in capitalist society.
PWSC was written in 1972 in the context of second wage feminism
and the social movements that shook Italy in the early seventies.
The text emerged from a background where the analysis of
women's position fell into two categories. Those for who caste
(women v men) not class was the major conflict in society and
those for who women's liberation was appended to a male-centric
class struggle [12]. Rejecting both views and building on their
own experience of struggle as women, they set out by posing the
question "what is the relation of women to capital and what kind
of struggle can we effectively wage to destroy it?"[13]

Dalla Costa and Iames set out to examine women's relation to cap-
ital by examining their relation to the wage. The wage is the main
tool of capitalist exploitation; in Selma ]ames' words it is "capital's
special way of robbing the worker." [14] In the wage relationship
the worker's labour power, or ability to work, is sold in exchange
for wages. The wage which the worker receives is worth only a
fraction of the wealth which the worker creates. The rest of the
wealth which the worker creates is accumulated by his or her boss
as profit or surplus value. But the process of capitalist exploitation
does not start and end with the worker and the boss. In order to
be able to go to work and be exploited in the first place a worker
has to be born, reared, taught, fed and loved; her or his labour
power or ability to work has to be made, and remade. The major
contribution of Dalla Costa and Iames was to show that the work

. .. . .. .. . . .._.. .. .. ._. . ......- - -uuuw.- - .-,-- J|'.. .14‘.-.
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that women do in the daily grind of housework contributes to the
creation of surplus value and so to the profits of capital; and that
the working class home comprises the other hidden half of capital-
ist exploitation.[15]

"I t is often asserted that withirz the definition of wage labour women in
tTl()ll'lt‘S'flIC labour are not productive. In fact precisely the opposite is true
if one thinks of the enormous quantity of social services which capitalist
organisatitm transforms into privatised activity putting them on the back
ofhousewives. " [16]

By producing workers and caring for workers to enable them to
face into the daily slog of waged work women directly contribute
to the profits of capital. But while the wage worker gets a fraction
of the wealth they create, the housewife gets none. Her work is
done for free.

In the opening lines of PWSC Dalla Costa and Iames describes the
"role of the working class housewife as the determinant position
of all other women." Ireland in the 'noughties' is a long way from
Dalla Costa's Italy of the 1970s where few women had waged jobs
and the position of the housewife seemed 'frozen'[17] but ]ames's
and Dalla Costa's arguments laid out in PWSC are still vital for
understanding the position of women almost forty years later.
From a global perspective the majority of women continue to
work as housewives. ]ames'and Dalla Costa's analysis of the place
of domestic work in capitalist society also sheds light on the posi-
tion of women in the waged workforce.

l/domen owl wot-K outsitle 1-he home
In (post) celtic tiger Ireland the majority of women are in paid
employment, women's large scale entry into the workplace having
helped to fuel the economic boom.[19] A large number of these
women work in low paid casualised or part time work. The lack of
value accorded to domestic labour has implications not just for
unwaged housewives; it devalues all caring work and keeps
women's wages lower than men's across the board. Typically
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‘female' occupations such as cleaning, nursing and caring are seen
as extensions of the housewife roleIIand thus are lower paid. In the
1960s nursing for example was seen as a vocation and extension of
the role of the housewife and not as a skilled profession [20]. The
economic strategy of defining all women as housewives and the
consequences of this for women in the developing world has been
illustrated by feminist writer Maria Mies, with particular reference
to women who Work in the export processing zones;

"this strategy defines third world women not as workers but as house-
wives. l/Vhat they do is not defined as work but as activity. By universal-
izing the housewife ideology and the model of the nuclearfamily as a sign
ofprogress, it is also possible to define all the work women do as supple-
mentary work, her income as supplementary income to the main bread-
winner, the husband. The economic logic ofhousewzfization is a tremen-
dous reduction in labour costs" [24]

According to the Fawcett Society, a feminist organisation based in
the UK, women working full-time in the UK are on average paid
17% less than men, and women working part-time are paid 36%
less than men working full-time. Even for professional women
wages are lower than those of their male equivalents. In Ireland
the pay gap between male and female university graduates is 11 %
with the average pay gap running at 16%.[21]

One of the contributing factors to why women's wages are lower
is that the fact that they are the child bearers of the species - which
represents an economic liability to employers. When women have
children they need maternity leave and breastfeeding breaks[22] .
A campaign run by the Fawcett society, called Keeping Mum, has
drawn attention to the disadvantage and increased poverty risk
that becoming pregnant means for women.

"From the moment they conceive a child, women face immediate finan-
cial penalties - thousands lose their jobs, and many more face disadvan-
tage and reduced opportunities in the workplace. The gender pay gap
more than trebles when women reach their thirties, as a result of the
financial penalties associated with motherhood. The issues of in-work
poverty and insecure work are also more likely to befaced by women. Two
thirds of vulnerable and low-paid workers are women. Women, and par-
ticularly mothers, are more likely to be in insecure jobs as temps or home-
workers. Mothers need the flexibility these jobs ojjfer so that they can
combine work with childcare, but this has trade-oflfs in terms of the rights
and pay available to them. "[23]
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For most women with waged jobs, their work is not over when the
shift finishes. The presumption in capitalism that the wage is sub-
sidized by unpaid care work doubles women's work loads. The
‘double day‘ day is done by millions of women worldwide. Time
use surveys continually show that women do more housework
than men, even when both parties in a heterosexual couple are in
paid jobs. A recent study by the Irish Equality Authority, for
example, found that on average Irish women in couples do 72% of
the unpaid work and 55% of the total work per day. They found
that there is a more equal division of labour in dual earner couples
although women still do more unpaid work than their male part-
ners and have a higher total workload.

Anewe.om'j>otss€or+\\ee.|o~sss1-russle

Women worldwide are chained to the proverbial kitchen sink.
Meaningful liberation for women cannot lie in casting off the
‘shackles of domesticity‘ and embracing the ‘liberation’ of wage
slavery. The kitchen sink will not disappear and neither will
housework. What Dalla Costa and James did was to find a mode
of struggle that acknowledges that the ‘kitchen sink‘ is not going
anywhere, to acknowledge that in fact it is the basis of human sur-
vival. They call for a new compass for the class struggle, one
which acknowledges the central yet hidden role of the housewife:

"The question is to develop forms ofstruggle that do not leave the house-
wife peaceably at home, at most ready to take part in occasional demon-
strations through the streets, waitingfor a wage that would never payfor
anything; rather we must discover forms of struggle which immediately
break the whole structure ofdomes tic work, rejecting it absolutely, reject-
ing our role as housewives and the home as the ghetto of our existence,
since the problem is not only to stop doing this work but to smash the
entire role of the housewife. The starting point is not how to do house-
work more efifectively, but how to find a place as protagonist in the strug-
gle; that is not a higher productivity of domestic labour but a higher sub-
versiveness in the struggle. “[25]

The call for a new shape of struggle, in which the housewife can
find a ‘place as protagonist‘ has been answered by a body of grass
roots women demanding recognition and remuneration for
domestic work. Selma James went on found the Wages for
Housework Campaign calling for the recognition and payment for
all caring work. In 1999 the Global Women's Strike (GWS) was
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+ [all,wiomen8: men,intheIgliobalemarket._ I i   I    

+ Food securi- for breastfeeding mothers, paid maternity leave and -maternity breaks. Stop
penvaiizing usllbrbeing women. I I  I 9

+ Dem pay ‘Third World debt‘. We owe nothing, they owe us.  

+ Accessibleccle-anwater, healthcare, housing, transport, literacy. I  

+ Non-pollutingenergy& technology which shortens the hours we work. We all need cookers,  I I 1 I   Y  
fridges, washing: mac  'nes,-computers, & time off!

+.-Protection & asylum from all violence 8: persecution, including by family members & people in positions of authority.

+ Freedom of movement. Capital travels freely, why not people?

founded after the National Women's
Council of Ireland invited the Wages for
Housework campaign to support their call
for a general strike of women. The call. for
women to strike was in part inspired by
the amazing events that occurred in
Iceland on October 24th 1975 when 90% of
Iceland's women refused to work, cook or
look after children. The national women's
strike, which ground the country to a halt,
was Icelandic women's response to the
UN's declaration of 1975 as a ‘Women's
Year‘. For Iceland and beyond it was a
powerful reminder of the role women play
in running society, their low pay, and the
low value placed on their work inside and
outside the home[26]. With the successes
of Icelandic women in mind the 1999 strike
that began in Ireland went on to become
global, and the GWS was born.

The GWS calls for a shift in global priori-
ties from those of the capitalist war
machine to those of caring and community
spelled out in their demands (see box) It
has a strong anti-war ethos summed up by
its slogan ‘invest in caring not killing‘ and
its demand that global military budgets be
returned to the community, starting with
women the main carers. Grassroots women
from over sixty countries have participated
in the Global Women's Strike, which hap-
pens each International Women's Day,
winning significant victories for them-
selves along the way. As well as winning
solid victories like the abolition of cost
sharing in hospitals in Uganda, the GWS
has provided an opportunity for women

Group says:

from different backgrounds and experi-
ences to come together and to show soli-
darity with each other‘s struggles. "We use
the Strike as a framework for unity --
among sectors of women, between women
and men, within and among countries --
becau.se it is based on each sector accepting
and enriching the independent struggle of
every other."[27] In the words of Kaabon.g
Women's Group from Uganda "The Strike
always brings us women together across
many divisions."[28]

Conelusion
Capitalism depends on women's low paid
and unpaid domesti.c labour. Women do
the bulk of the world's work, yet control
very little of the wealth which they create.
The lack of social and economic value
accorded to the domestic caring work that
women do has serious consequences for all
women, as has been highlighted by the
Wages for Housework campaign and the
Global Women's Strike.

The struggle for liberation for all women is
the struggle against capitalism. The
demand for recognition and remuneration
for caring domestic work - work which is
vital to human survival and which con-
tributes to the profits of capital - is an
important starting point in the struggle to
destroy capitalism.

§.NlV\O‘l"€.S I
£ http: / / allwomencountnet
._,_ www.globalwomenstrikenet

Ronayne, 2005
A _ This sketch is largely based on the excellent book,

aliban and the Witch, written by Silvia Federici
I5] Mies 1986: 88
[6] Silvia Federici is an Italian feminist activist and
author of Caliban and the Witch: women the body and
primitive accumulation
I7] Federici 2004: 64
:8]Federici 2004
:9]Dalla Costa and James 1972: 24
:10]Federici 2004: 75
[11]Federici 2004: 75
[1 2]Dalla Costa and James 1972: 6
[13]Dalla Costa and James 1972: 5
[14]Dalla Costa 1972: 10, 28
['I.5]Dalla Costa and James 1972: I
,"I..6I|Dall'a Costa and James 1972
I'I7|James "I972: 14
if 9] Barry 2008: 3
j20]M y mum trained to be a nurse in the 1960s in Jervis
street. She uses the term vocation to describe how nurs-
ing was seen at the time. The training hospital inciden-
tally was ru.n in a very authoritarian manner and the
women were subject to .nigh.t curfews and patronizing
and demeaning treatment from their seniors.
[24]Mies 1986
[21]Barry 2008: 3
[22]See the Milk of Human Kindness for more informa-
tion on the politics of breastfeeding
[23]http: / /www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/ index.asp?Pag
eID=647
[24]http:/ /www.equality.ie/ index.asp?locID=105&do
cID=725
[25]Dalla Costa and James 1972: 36
[26]http:/ /www.guardian.co.uk/world/2005/oct/18
/ gendenuk
[27]http: / /www.globalwomenstrike.net/ English2004
/8_march_2004.htm
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it's ridiculously hard to find good chub-lovel writing these days. i wish there were more queers and anarchists writing about body
image; because as much as we'd all like to think we're beyond these issues, i keep meeting these radical people, both in real life and
through their writings, who are still hurting and being hurt. "body image" isn't something you get over. we live with our bodies every
day and night, and hopefully we come to love them. as we grow up many of us feel differently than when we were younger: the self-
loathing fades away, but the imprint often remains. i'm embarrassed to admit i'm not over this shit. how can i be this radical anar-
chafeminist yet still worry i'm "too fat" to be loved, and "too fat" to be a great person? these self-harming thoughts need to be depre-
grammed. what i want to figure out now is how can we talk about body image in a radical context? how do we admit that we are not
immune to mainstream beauty ideals? how do we acknowledge our hurts; and how do we move the fuck on?
deconstruction of body image norms is part self-reflection and part healthy expression. it's not a matter of fetishising our "defects", it's
about being honest about our likes and dislikes. i'd like to have a lot more conversations and comments that reaffirm we're some amaz-
ing, hot people the way that we look now. we need more writing, more songs, more art and methods of expression. we gotta make
space for people, and for ourselves, and not let our amazing efforts get squelched by low self-opinions. in my anarchist utopia people
don't look like a bunch of clones - i'm pretty stoked on individuality in the physical realm as well as the mental.

1 3 ‘g E ‘ ">1 ho make f el bad about ourself if certain friends or famil make outhis might soun obvious, ut don't hang out with peoj e w you e y . . y y
less-than-comfortable/ confident but you're not sure that you want to ditch them just yet, then balance out their company by spending
lots of extra time with your close and supportive crew members. i have found that having as many people as possible with whom i can
have some healthy chats about body image makes all the difference in my self-opinion.
there are those who will judge us by our size - a kind of ableistz mentality that defines worth by appearance. it's bullshit to discrimi-
nate based on who "looks" like a more picturesque anarchist/ activist. a lot of these bogus ideas are based in assumptions that fat peo-
ple are unhealthy and weak, and thin people are fit and strong. this shit needs to be debunked, ‘cause it is totally untrue and not at all
scientific or supportable. discriminating based on size and appearance, be it subtle or whatever, keeps us separated from eachother and
hung up on shit that just doesn't matter. who here wants to recreate mainstream society with its exclusivity and put-downs? we need
a community of greater love and acceptance.
and speaking of love: don't be above considering what kind of body types you find yourself attracted to (though i know we're all beyond
this sort of profiling now - *ahem*). Take note that you are surrounded by some super rad and individualistic peeps of all description.
break away from normative notions of sexy: find that special someone in XL (or XS) and invite them home! it's amazingly liberating to
allow yourself to be attracted to all body types.

a bu dy o ce poin ed out to me that for all the bitching about images from magazines and telly and the effect they have on us, when
we think back to incidents that really scarred our self-worth, it most likely involved family and not the big bad Media. advertising rein-
forces the stereotype, and holds up a demanding image of conformity, but seventeen magazine didn't come into my home, humiliate
me, and put me on the ultra slimfast diet when i was eleven.
we're big people now, and we can look to all the ways we did not turn out like those family members who (albeit perhaps unintention-
ally) bullied us about our weight when we were kids. i can now tell my aunt that i don't want to hear her latest assessment on my
weight - and that i think it's fucked up she would even consider it her right to comment on my body! i can open my big fat mouth and
talk back. i can speak up when i see it happening to my friends‘ kids. i can balance out my childhood with words and actions now.
human interaction has far deeper-reaching effects than television and magazines, and i still believe we can overcome the stereotypes
with community and communication!

som of us are our own personal slave-drivers, constantly exuding pressure to meet exceptionally high standards. it seems like socie-
ty expects so little of us: just play your part, consume and produce. so we're used to living on less than the minimum, and giving our
time and energies away in the hopes of creating something better. we've got great ideas, and we've got a lot of pretty high standards.
i need to forgive myself for not exceeding all the standards. i need to forgive myself for not being ‘over it‘, and for being full of contra-
dictions. i'm neither a perfect anarchist nor a perfect body - but hey, whatever. i can't allow the mean voices that have gotten into my
head to keep me down: i need to keep going outside, i need to quit suppressing myself! we've all got fucked up personal shit to get
through, and it's not going to wait until after the revolution. we're alive now, and right now we need a l.ot more forgiveness, mutual
support, and all that good stuff. it's not easy to change, be it your state of mind or the whole wide world, so let's agree to ease up on
ourselves enough that we don't crumble under the pressure. '

*i heartily recommend Figzm' 8 zine outta portland. krissy has recently put * if you can get your hands on copies of i '1/rz so fucking beautrfizl by nomy
out issue 5. all issues are available from ponyboy press (www.ponyboy- lamm, then you are one lucky duck and you should definitely read that
press.com). shit! elsewise, check out nomy's website (www.nomylamm.com) for lots of

- . . . . Treat lin.ks!*Fat!bo? by marilyn wann IS another heralded piece of fat-lov1n' counter- E’
culture. the zine that became a book is available from her website **lastly! if you are interested in contributing your voice to the dialogue on
(www.fatso.com). fat n‘ queer issues, there is a feminist studies phD student in the states put-

*"wake up, i'm fat!" by camryn manheim is an autobiographical work on ting together an anth(_)k_)gy' Submissions due by december 1 2008
, . . . ,, ,, . V (www.myspace.com/spillingoveranthology)camryn s journey into a.ct1ng and performance. wake up! IS an easy read,

all pretty personal stuff: from her positive experiences with counter-cul- 1 ‘chub-love’: as in 'chub' for chubby/ fat/ etc and 'love' for
ture, to a bullying and abusive acting college. manheim comes out with a loving/ lovely/etc. lingo to indicate a fat-positive stance (www.urbandic-
strong and fighting belief that fat women need to be represented in the tionary.com/define.php?term=chublove).
media and contributes to this through her own performances. 2 Birgit Iensen wrote a fabulous zine about ableism in the punk/ anarchist

scene which is available as a blog on her myspace page:
www.myspace.com/bixxx
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I have had more than a few hair styles in my time: curly and
brown; half shaved, half pink; short and green; white blonde;
long, red and wild. Currently, I have hair like a boy's, shaved
tight on the back and sides with a substantial fringe at the front.
Usually I cut my own hair, but now and then I take a trip to the
Barber's and sometimes, these outings make me nervous.
Despite my anxiety, I have never been refused a cut, until this
morning. One or two grey-haired old men were getting their
Monday morning trims and showed little interest in the young
Woman wanting her hair bar-
bered: G‘ . . .

"Sorry, I just don't cut U9 CZQIZQQAC 6 "6" M 56 “Z6555”? 6 Z 61%?“
women's hair. I'm a Barber, I'm .
trained to cut men's hair. I don't " Wzakl Wk 046 _ O6”?
cut women's hair. But if you ask . . Qy

- I  @Leanne nicely, maybe shell cut M7’ - 77/ 77%
your hair for you". "My hair is _ _
already short", I said, "and my Gfime h 7@ M5(*AW@
head - well, I guess it's a pretty
standard shape..." At this point, W 4 Z9 WW, Q9
Leanne, who'd been eye-balling 5 l 7 .
me suspiciously, started to-  , 65 77?/6M@.4
explain the "very different type of
skill" involved in cutting men's
hair and how "people train especially" to cut men's hair in that
particular way. I was getting impatient so I jumped in with the
remark, "you mean, you are trained in men's hair styles, which is
exactly what I want".

In the end, Leanne obliged and even made sure to invite me
back, but the encounter got me thinking. As I walked home, I
wondered about people's reactions to me. It was lunch hour on
the first day of a working week with business men and women
out for their coffee in hordes. I wondered if the smart, suited
women liked the waft of Barber-shop product. Indeed, several
men turn to check out my freshly shorn head, and although I
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hope it was because I, looked devilishly handsome, perhaps I got
it all wrong. Perhaps they thought I looked silly - a typical dyke.
On the other hand, maybe I confused them by innocently inter-
rupting their visual landscape... or perhaps my quiet difference
was making them curious...

I started thinking about trans-issues more specifically after I read
an invigorating article by my wonderful friend Debi Withers on
why she's a trans ally. Debi makes the point that transphobia is

something everyone - male,
female or otherwise - can
encounter in everyday life. In
my case transphobia revealed
itself when the Barber refused to
give me, a woman, a "man's"
haircut. As Debi points out, we
live in a society which "is struc-
tured by stable categories" of
male and female, boys and girls,
men and women, who aquire
visual "cues" [1] which signify
our assigned-at-birth gender:
pink or blue, smooth or hairy,
trousers or skirts. Like my mas-

culine (or unconventionally feminine?) hair style, Debi reflects
on how her body and life "continually and innocently" break
down and disturb the strict binary categories which are imposed
upon our bodies in Western society and culture. Debi observes
that she need not do anything in particular in order to disrupt
the narrow gender categories of "male" and "female". She says:

“I am simply being in my natural biological state existing in
a cultural world unable to cope with my nature. In the summer wear-
ing pretty dresses my hilariously hairy legs do not make sense to the
world - they produce reactions of fear and disgust - I can see the
patriarchal world crumbling down before me as I flash my ankles at a

F

i‘
_ _ .»- -- k ."' ;_'l 1 W .. ) 2‘ ~ I‘ Q; i fascinated, easy picking crowd. ” [2]. _ __ , b
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Debi embraces the ‘trans position‘ as a "site of agency" which
enables her to construct, create and communicate "gendered
embodiments in lasting and changeable ways". This self-directed
and fluid creation of gender embodiment, she says, "is also a
form of intervention into the social world - a way of reordering
it through my body and my experience".

In many respects however, women experience a greater gender-
flexibility then men do. An article
on transgender children pub-
lished in The Guardian in August
2008 [3], details how "gender
issues can appear in children as
young as four". In the article, a
spokesperson for Mermaids, the a .
only UK support group for chil-
dren with "gender identity disor-

U
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der", observes that the helpline 1- e
myég;__,;_...-1; .. it

HI

receives a significant amount of ""¥-w- ~49
calls from parents of children E
aged between five and nine. The “- k
representative says that there
seems to be more boys than girls
affected at this age, "which is
probably because it's more .
acceptable for girls to be tomboys. r
If you have a little girl who wants
to cut her hair short or play foot-
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ball, that is seen as normal. But if .
you have a boy who wants to

ff

-- rdraw mermaids or dress up as a .~:;»
-!

princess, they get made fun of". ,tF

I/Vhat comes across clearly in this : ,
.. ii’article is how outside forces can r 4-.
|
Tseriously impact on children's  

self-esteem, often contributing
significantly to negative self-per-
ception, even self-harm or worse:
there have been a number of ii
reports this year of children, one
as young as ten, killing them-
selves as a result of gender dis-
crimination, specifically trans-
phobia [4]. In another recent
Guardian article [5], Victoria
Neumark discusses the social
consequences facing "teenagers
who dare to be different" since
"peer pressure can be intense and
spiteful - and drive many to
despair". According to ChildLine
[6], "boys consistently wait longer
to ask for help":

“They sufier the same forms of abuse as girls and in equal
numbers, but are shy of expressing feelings and terrified of revealing
vulnerability. Little wonder when "gay" is a standard disparagement
at school.”

According to a recent report which l\leumark makes reference to,
"some 27, 000 young people call Child Line each year about sex-
ual orientation, homophobia or homophobic bullying". Most of
these calls are made by boys: "Appearing inadequately male is
serious".

While ChildLine found verbal homophobic abuse equally dis-
tributed between genders, boys were more than twice as likely to
be physically attacked. Being pushed, kicked, spat on and chased

by gangs is not uncommon. Homophobic abuse is not aimed just
at lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender (LGBT) people; it polices
traditional gender roles and boundaries.

The above example reinforces the argument that transphobia
and homophobia are interconnected as gender prejudice which
impacts on everyone in negative ways. Indeed, when I first read
Debi's article, fresh from her having just written it, I immediate-
ly recognised that the issues most central to her discussion were
those of bodily integrity, safety and gender discrimination, all of

which are plainly feminist
issues.

‘Q2
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Most importantly for me how-
ever, was Debi's urgent desire
for a new human experience
(my words, not hers) inspired
by the flexibility and freedom
which "the trans position" can
offer us. Kate Bornstein -
queer superheroine - states
that:

“A fluid identity, incidentally, is
one way to solve problems with
boundaries. As a person's identi-
ty keeps shifting, so do individual
borders and boundaries. It's hard
to cross a boundary that keeps
moving! “[7]

The cultivation of a new
human experience therefore, I
suggest, would adopt the flex-
ibility of a trans-perspective
opening up unlimited space
for expression, creativity and
playfulness with how we look
and who we are. Feminism
(queer feminism(s) in particu-
lar), I believe, can facilitate the
integration of more exciting
ways of thinking and operat-
ing - of living - in relation to
ourselves and each other in
our society. Personally speak-
ing, feminism and queer theo-
ry have been the biggest influ-
ences upon my "reality" - how
I construct and understand
my environment. But it also
motivates how I live, move,
learn, work and create in the
world, particularly as an

"embodied" being: inhabiting, as I do, a body.

In order for us to cultivate an environment which reflects and
makes manifest this urgent desire for a new human experience
(i.e. MORE FUN) and to see our feminist aspirations come to life,
drastic changes must occur in our perception and our compas-
sion for ourselves and each other. The "trans-position", it could
be said, is a particularly appropriate and adventurous position to
consider so that we may begin to build a solid framework which
seeks out new ways of imagining our lives, bodies, identities and
interactions. As Leslie Feinberg puts it:

“How can we weed out all the forms of trans-phobic and gender-phobic
discrimination? Where does the struggle for sex and gender liberation
fit in relation to other movements for economic and social equality?
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words and images by marianne

L.-AllM-Ill‘1'Ihll-

I spent this summer travelling
around East Africa; Uganda,  
Rwanda, Kenya and Tanzania. I'd
love to write about all of it, how
amazing and different and crazy it
was, but for the purposes of keeping
things short - I'm going to focus on
one lamppost, photographed here, t
and a couple of bus trips with hours
of non-stop music videos. From thesel
experiences, one thing I really r
noticed was the difference in the
‘ideal body‘ there compared to at
home in Ireland. Music videos and
TV programmes featured women of
all ages, shapes and sizes, far more
diverse than we have here, and the
majority were large women with big
bums shaking their asses to the
music. Having a big bum seemed to
be incredibly important in looking
attractive while being skinny was not
seen as a positive body trait. There
were even posters up all over the city
advertising a product that would
make your hips and bum(s) bigger,
"with no side effects!" It felt really
good to see realistic images of
women; I couldn't imagine anyone
trying to sell clothing in Africa with
advertising that depicts women with

‘L-M-—"1:jI1_.i1q.,

themselves on African beaches, and
it seems as if we re all striving to be
things that we Wlll never, and can
never possibly be I obviously dont
think that white people want to be
black, or that black people want to
be white, but for some reason, no
one is happy with how they look
naturally

As a teenager I spent three years in
southern Africa and found a similar
attitude there Although there were
no ads on the lampposts, it was a
matter of pride there for a husband
to have a fat wife, it showed that he
was wealthy and could look after
her properly This was detrimental
to the health of many women who
ate large quantities of the local
starchy corn-based mash and often
had huge health problems As in
Europe, it is a class issue where rich-
er people can afford to eat enough
to be fat, or pay for the gym/ eating
expensive health foods/ surgery to
be thinner The rich in Africa dont
have to work outdoors and can stay
out of the sun to keep their skin
light, or can take time off and spend
money to go on sun holidays all

their ribs showing, looking totally '7IIIII year round It surprised me to find
malnourished. What has become chic in Europe is in Africa an that this is a global issue People everywhere are paying money
image relating to poverty, misery and shame. At the same time, I and doing harm to themselves trying to gain an unrealistic image
wondered about this African body ideal. "What were these prod- of what it is to be beautiful, whether it's being skinny or fat, dark
ucts with their 'no side effects’, and did women really go to such or light
lengths to get fatter?

A final thought if you re travelling
Worldwide, the images of beauty for men and women vary somewhere out of your comfort zone
hugely. ln the north of Kenya, the Samburu tribe's male war- and I definately recommend East
riors wear colourful feathers in their hair, bright pink wraps Africa) go on long bus trips, watch
around their waists and tonnes of colourful beaded jewellery on the music videos, talk to people at
their arms, necks and ankles. This is the most macho outfit a man
can wear in their culture and they look stunning. I can only
imagine what a European man would think of wearing the same
clothes. A Samburu warrior pitied my black bracelets saying,
"you wear these for beauty?" "Uh, l dunno, never thought of it
that way but..."

In Africa, many people, mostly wealthier urban people, want to
have lighter skin. Thousands of products are available to
straighten hair and moisturisers and special creams are sold to
make skin lighter. These products do all kinds of harm, as they
contain bleach to whiten skin. One night on a beach. in Zanzibar
a guy said to us, "white people just sit on the beach, they want to
get darker and darker, but they will never be black, never". He
was right, white people risk skin cancer every day to bronze

beach parties, and check
out the
lamp-
posts
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n issue 1 of "The Rag”, Deirdre wrote extensively about
rape culture in Ireland and I wanted to revisit this topic
as it has been in the media a lot recently. Following the
findings of a national survey published in the "The lrish
Examiner” on 26th M.arch 2008, I want to briefly address
Ireland's attitude to rape.

Red C, an independent market research company, conducted a
survey. The poll found that...

' 25% of people questioned believe that women who
had been raped were in some way to blame for the
attack.

' 10% of people think the victim is entirely at fault if
she has had a number of sexual partners.

' 37% think a woman who flirts extensively is at least
complicit, if not completely in the wrong, if she is the
victim of a sex crime.

* One in three think a woman is either partly or fully to
blame if she wears revealing clothes.

' 38% believe a woman must share some of the blame if
she walks through a deserted area.

' 25% believed a woman who was drunk and took ille-
gal drugs was either partly or fully to blame.

These statistics scare me and what is more disturbing is the fact
that so many people showed so little sympathy and empathy to
victims of sexual violence. The Sexual Abuse in Ireland (SAVI)
Report, published in 2002, was the first comprehensive study
conducted to ascertain the prevalence of sexual violence among
Irish men and women. The SAVI Report found that 15% of the
population of Ireland believed raped women were not innocent
victims. 6 years after the SAVI report, looking at the Red C sur-
vey, we can see that people’s attitudes are becoming worse, not
better.
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Often, rape victims don't report the crime because of the fear
that they will be blamed or not believed. These statistics do lit-
tle to encourage anyone in Ireland to report these crimes to the
Gardai (lrish police).The Rape Crisis centre claim 79.6% of their
callers didn't report the crime (Rape Crisis Network annual
report 1994), the SAVI report found lower, just I in I0. Those
that do report the crime face more difficulties within the justice
system - Ireland has the lowest conviction rate in Europe at only
2.5% according to the Irish Tribune (Aug 10th 2008)

25 percent of people
questioned believe
that women who bad
been raped were in

some way to blame
for the attack.

Another obstacle is the attitude of judges and our system of
character references for defendants. It is common practice for
politicians and priests to be approached to write letters giving
background information on the accused, often pleading for
lenient sentences. These character references are the used by
judges when sentencing defendants. In April 2008, Kathleen
Lynch, a Labour Party TD from Cork, became embroiled in con-
troversy when she wrote a letter to a judge stating that a convict-
ed rapist had come from a ’good family’. In this particular case,
Trevor Casey had been found guilty of raping two young sisters
who were 14 and 16 at the time of offence. In another case, three
years of a five-year sentence given to a man named Billy Keogh
for raping a Croatian prostitute were suspended because the
judge felt that he was a ‘man of good character’. Keogh had also
threatened to throw the woman from a hotel window. He had
removed the condom she had insisted he wear and she retract-
ed her consent. The defence lawyer ‘outlined that there were dif-

I»

ferent scales of rape and that this case didn't involve the
"forcible removal of clothing from a stranger”.

I/Vhat can we do to change these attitudes?
The Rape Crisis Network calls for a change in legislation to
define clearly what ‘consent’ is and how it is understood and a
comprehensive education programme to back it up.

I believe rape means that there is no consent and therefore the
perpetrator is fully responsible. We need to have the knowledge
to define clearly what consent is. A man has been cleared of a
charge of raping a Dublin prostitute because she didn’t give the
man back his money when she asked him to stop. The accused
paid the woman €200 for sex and she put a condom on him but
asked him to stop after a few minutes of sex when she noticed
the condom was no longer on his penis. Why doesn't No mean

7No.

We need proper sex education in Irish schools and an end to the
stigma surrounding sexual health in order to change these atti-
tudes.

The Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 2006 prohibits "any
sexual act" (intercourse and other specified acts) with a child
under 17. The Act, however, allows the defence of an accused's
"honest belief" that the child concerned was 17 or over. A sex
predator's subjective claim of such 'beIief' constitutes the
defence. The recent "K" case where a jury found a 20-year-old
not guilty under the 2006 Act due to his mistaken belief that a
13-year-old with whom he had intercourse was over I7, high-
lights the need to reform our law. However, we need to ensure
that any new law does not criminalise consenting teenagers
from experimenting sexually.

There were 73 rape cases heard before the Central Criminal
Court in 2007, an increase of 26%. I wonder if our world has
become a more dangerous place or is it that more men and
women have had the courage to report the crime and bring the
case to trial.
In researching this article, I reviewed media reports of rape sto-
ries from the previous six months. l was totally sickened to read
reports of an 86 year old woman in Monaghan being raped in
her own home and that Lorraine White, who was murdered in
Kilkenny, died of massive internal injuries after being brutally
raped.

The lack of sexual assault treatment units in Donegal meant one
woman had to make a ten hour round trip without eating,
drinking or showering. I can't possibly understand how horrif-
ic that journey could have been.

These stories shock and sadden me and they make me really,
really angry. The Women's Movement in Ireland was instru-
mental in campaigning for legislation to deal with the crime of
rape and campaigning for rape within marriage to be recog-
nised as a crime. Perhaps, it's time for the new generation of
feminists in Ireland to deal with these disturbing figures and get
active to change these attitudes. Sexual violence is an uncom-
fortable thing to tal.k about, it's emotional just reading these
reports of events, but we have to face up to it.

Disclaimer: I'd like to point out that the lack of discussion about
the male victims of sexual violence is not intentional but the Red
C poll only dealt with female victims of sexual violence. Most of
the stories from my online trawl through Irish. newspapers dealt
with women victims not men. Sexual violence is all about
power and the unequal distribution of power among two indi-
viduals. Sexual Violence is horrific, no matter what the gender
of the victim.
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"If only I'd never met Feelaand §(-3aI'[1*i"E3(Zl
on with my normal life - gone to jxcgtllege,  l18-id-"ax career,
accepted the world I lived in without ta 2- and
been content within those limits.  Even' as I thought these
things, they frightened me.. - to live in ignorance the way
I lived before we'd begun our desperate adventure - that

 was to be a lluman pet in the hands] of the Viafara
Corporation". A   K  p A

In the not-too-distant future, England is practically a
police state, big business rules and worst of all, if you
want a pet cat you need to be really rich because one
multinational corporation owns the rights to this animal:
that's the premise of The Last Free Cat. I

Our heroine, Iade, is a naive middle classkidwho finds
a cat (Feela) outside her house and this turns her world
upside down. She totally trusts
what she sees on TV, but one incidentcausesher to
question it, a chainreaction set an"d.'s:heYsoondis-
covers just how corrupt and rotten thejwhole fucking
5y5te,mi5_pp p I j K p"so ~f .(

Iade t is on an adventure
when the  chips  are  

to this book as "The .Free',Cats not .
cops, she's at free parties, to

were to Ireland and ilispirilis        
Early on in the b001< lads 10585:
expecting a happy ending where
instead she loses
Sirens, keeps her intesriv
great P9919 (maybe a little

teenager in  
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A light-hearted view
of television and pop-
ular culture might be
that it transcends
boundaries of class,
and it helps you relax.
It's escapism and a nat-
ural progression of
expression in the high-
tech world we live in.
Another approach is
that it's a capitalist
tool, brainwashing the
masses, teaching what
behaviour is "accept-
able", promoting cul-
tural hegemony. (I'll
be up front with you
and let you know I'm
in the latter school of
thought.)

I've been thinking
recently of how lucky
and privileged I am to
be literate and have
been exposed to a
wide range of books
and ‘zines that made
me question the status
quo through the punk-scene,
third level education and polit-
ical circles.

In considering this I've also
been wondering how my opin-
ions would be different if I had-
n't had these experiences.
Would I have been able to
inform myself and learn about
feminism if my only source for
messages about gender was TV
and the mainstream media?

The idea of positive female role
models in popular culture is
important because the main-
stream media is an insidious
force that makes its way into
your subconscious no matter
how hard you try to avoid it,
shaping your opinions without
you even noticing!

While I was growing up and I
came across a female character
on TV or in a film, it made me
feel happy. I wouldn't have
been able to articulate the senti-
ment at the time, but I was
happy to know there could be
many definitions of "girl" - that
included being active and
smart and funny - not just the
love interest. Even if the char-
acter was those things I didn't
identify with, at least I could
use her as a yard stick - this is
the kind of girl I wasn't but
there's almost always some-
thing in a character that you

 7

can warm to in the spectrum
from "goody-two-shoes" to
"wicked witch of the west"! But
isn't it pathetic that l am grate-
ful to some faceless multi-
media corporation for being so
kind as to include a significant
character who is female and
white that I can identify with?
What were the non-white/ dis-
abled/queer TV addicts in the
mid 80s-90s supposed to do?

How many kids cartoons have
a brainy guy, a cool rebellious
guy, a leader guy and a woman
- like a woman is a type of per-
sonality you can have?

I don't think it's just my bad
memory, there was a genuine
dearth of positive female role
models when I was younger
and watching too much TV.
Here's a few examples and
some of the lessons I learned:

Anne of Green Gables - pursu-
ing your own dreams is just as
important as love (and some-
times you can have both),
female friends are important.

Little House on the Prarie - a
woman's place is in the home.
Pa got depressed, never to
recover after the boy-child
died. So it would appear that
father's love their male children
more. (Obviously I don't think
that any more!)

There weren't

There w eren t m any Irish produced program m es on televi-
sion in the tin es Im speaking of,but Bosco stands out

now as the irlquisitire, genderfucking hand puppet.

]em - women could be success-
ful in business and still be nice
people (jerrica ran a record
label and a foster home for
girls). Sometimes men can have
the weird condition (usually
seen amongst women) where
he [inexplicably] can't te.ll the
difference between his girl-
friend and the superhero that
he's falling for who only shows
up to save the day whenever
she's not around.

Maid Marion and her Merry
Men - a woman can be the
leader of a gang.

Press Gang - A wom.an can be a
success in a traditional men's
industry. In it Lynda Day is
editor of a magazine for young
people .

How was Margot in Shoe
People or Smurfette of The
Smurfs supposed to get a word
in edge-ways considering they
were outnumbered at least 5 to
1? The message was clear to
girls and boys watching: male
is normal, female is "other".

I often found myself identify-
ing more with the hero than the
often insignificant female char-
acter. I would like to think the
writers of children's TV pro-
grammes these days can push
the boundaries a bit and make
a few more characters female.
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l many Irish pro-
l duced pro-
ii.'-

grammes on tele-
vision in the times
I'm speaking of,
but Bosco stands
out now as the
inquisitive, gen-
derfucking hand
puppet. I mean,
when I think of
Bosco, I consider
him male but he
did a few femi-
nine traits - the
voice, long hair;
the clothes too
(smock over
denim pants)
were fairly gender
neutral.

In terms of
Superheroes, cer-
tainly there was
the Bionic
Woman (original-
ly introduced as
the six million

dollar man's love interest), She-
ra (He-man's twin sister) Super
Girl (superman's cousin)
appearing now and then but
they always seemed a poor imi-
tation of the male counterpart
who came along first. I don't,
however, remember a male
version on TV of Wonder
Woman - the all-American
super hero whose bullet proof
bracelets and other super pow-
ers were equally as incredible
as her strapless swimming cos-
tume - how could she run and
fight in it?

I can safely say that I wouldn't
have stumbled upon anarcha-
feminism if it had been left up
to the idiot box in the corner of
the sitting room. But strong girl
characters do have a positive
role to play for all kids. Comics,
books, pop stars all influenced
this woman (born in the 19705).
Anti-heroines in rock and roll,
literature and real life played a
more significant part.

Putting a brick through the TV
is one easy way to keep the
negative influence out of your
life. A suggestion and a chal-
lenge for anarchists, feminists,
libertarians, dreamers every-
where is to make y/our ideas
attractive and accessible to
everyone. Even those with
square-eyes and a very short
attention span.
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Ask open-ended questions

M

in

Shonagh

Active Listening
The biggest value that people get out of coun-
selling is being heard. Very often, although we
have problems, we also have the answers to
them - that is, if only we could sort through
everything, face up to things and find a starting
point for action. It's not often that we get the
chance to talk out our problems, but when we
do, we benefit endlessly from being listened to.
Active listening is a skill that everyone can work
on. It is the ability to really listen, to clarify, to
attempt to understand and to reflect back what
has been said in a non-judgemental way.
Listeners are not expected to solve problems.
Indeed they cannot. Listeners do not need to
share their own experience of similar issues,
but should maintain their focus on the speaker.
Encouragement and reflection on the strength
and value of the speaker is also helpful. Next
time someone comes to you with a problem,
don't attempt to offer solutions, instead, see if
you are able to listen. You may be of more help
than you could ever have thought possible.

Aoife

Then stop to listen People when invited to talk, can be a lot
more bloody interesting than you expect. You already know
what you think yourself (well most of the timel), so when you 41:;
are with friends, ask open ended questions ‘why do you think
that'P', ‘what choices are there?‘ and ‘explain that to me‘ are a

ood start.

Throw a street party with your neighbours.
Cheesy bunting, kids‘ films projected onto a wall, a raffle, din-
ner outside on the street with Betty and George keeping
neighbourhood communities alive. I've lived in my new place
for just a week and what a welcome their annual party was!

Olives
They're an acquired taste. Start acquiring and trust me, it'll be |
worth it. The trees are elegant and beautiful, the oil is delish

________ and learning how they're produced is really interesting.
an

BBC Radio 4 (on the internet)
Documentaries, comedy series, dramas and current affairs
with a bit of thought. Full of podcasts that'II keep you awake on
your way to work in the morning. If you're not a radio listener -
this might just turn you
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Hilary

Ditching Binaries
It constantly amazes me when I hear people resorting to dichotomies
to explain the world around them...intellectual / creative - rational /
emotional - logical / illogical - black / white - male / female - presence
/ absence - civilised / savage. Viewing the world in binary oppositions
or split into two opposites is a characteristic of western-derived
thought. It perpetuates power structures and we are socialised into
thinking this way... But this framework is limiting; things are much
more complicated and complementary. It's destructive; usually one
way of being, thinking or feeling is prioritised or dominates over
another. It's oppressive; for example women are usually associated
with the believed inferior traits of one side of the dichotomy. And it's
controlling; people are shaped to think and feel this way.

Switch focus next time your intellectual activity has you feeling stale
and do something creative. Rage can be harnessed and used in a
rational way to attack oppressive power structures.

Clare

This year, and in no particular order, I recom-
mend: getting the train; going on adventures in
Ireland; sitting down, particularly the
Guinness/cheese and onion crisps/sitting combi-
nation; swapping good books with friends; visiting
your parents; the film called Garage; talking to
people at every opportunity - on the bus, in a

great way to learn lemon-jelly-wrestling cycling
swanning around town pottering around your
house; forgiving easily; singing with a choir; fin-
ishing off that project you've been talking about
forever.
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shop, your neighbours, at work, in a field - it's a  
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Spinning
So if you had asked me 12 months ago what
Spinning was I would have replied that maybe it was
where someone twirled around and around until they
got dizzy but I would have been wrong. My recom-
mendation is Spin Classes. Spinning involves cycling
on a stationary bike while you vary the resistance and
your pedalling speed. As the instructor shouts out
instructions, you have to imagine you're frantically
pedalling up mountains, down hills and sprinting
down straight roads. Spinning burns a lot of calories,
is really good aerobic exercise and most importantly,
lots of fun! Okay, so after the first class I thought I was
going to collapse and was glad that the Dublin Fire
Ambulance is conveniently located across the road
from the Markievicz centre but after a few weeks i'm
really enjoying it. Considering the state of our lrish
weather, it's nice to be able to get on a bike and not
have to worry about the rain, wind or puddles.

Niav
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Clodagh

health care should be a right for all citizens.

www.susielonghospice.com

Marianne

Y

M

Susie Long was a socialist, home-birth advocate, environmental campaigner, defender of women's
rights and I consider myself very lucky to have met her. She became a public figure in 2007 after writing a
letter to a well-known radio show. She wrote not because she was dying of bowel cancer but because she
was disgusted with the health service. As she was a public patient on a waiting list for months before being
diagnosed, her cancer had spread. She believed it wasn't right to pay extra to skip the queue, that decent

As there is no hospice in Kilkenny, Susie spent her last days in Dublin. There's a sweet story of her com-
forting a cleaning lady who was upset because all the patients kept dying.
A voluntary group in Kilkenny inspired by Susie are fundraising to build a hospice there.

ii? K r\i'@ ...
Half of a Yellow Sun by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie is a book set during the Biafran war in Nigeria Its a fictional

story based in an accurate historical context Different characters help us explore different aspects of Nigerian society at
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The Wire
Not having much love for television, especially for
American television, my initial reaction to a
friend's recommendation of The Wire was "yet
another smoky macho cop drama". I did not
realise I was watching The Wire the first time I
saw it until the episode ended. Hey Steve Earl
was in it, it couldn't have been "telly"! I only
realised what it was when it ended too quick for a
movie. The Wire, set in Baltimore, is a hauntingly
real and bleak series. It goes through the classic
topics of a crime drama; cops, dealers, addicts,
murders and violence, with an ingenious omis-
sion of traditional prejudices, underlined racism
and glorification of the great white cop. It is told
from the perspectives of the victims, police,
addicts and dealers. Screen-writer David Simon
lived-in with Baltimore homicide cops for a year
before writing the book Homicide." A Year on the
Killing Streets which eventually gave birth to The
Wire. It does what it says in its advertisement
"Television has never been so good".

this time. The political discussions between university professors give insight into the ideals behind the Igbo tribe's
struggle for an independent state and also the effect of colonization on Nigerian society. Ugwu, the houseboy of a pro-
fessor, struggles with the contrast between his home in a rural village and the life he lives among the wealthy urban
Biafrans. Richard is an Englishman with a great interest in Igbo culture, who eventually considers himself to be Biafran
Through him many topics around the mistrust of white people are dealt with, as is the extent to which an outsider could
ever belong in this tribal struggle. Another major character is Olanna, lover of Odenigbo, one of the professors. As the
war progresses she moves from middle class comfort to dire poverty. Through her voice we hear the effects of the vio-
lence and starvation caused by the closing of the borders and the prevention of food aid from reaching Biafra. The
author grew up in a society still affected by this struggle. Both her grandfathers died in the war and their stories as well
as those of many people she spoke to are woven throughout the book. A great read.
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the PQ9 Wlcll l>q9
I
I Dear RAG,

I I've gone from spending a lot of time with people who might label themselves "libertarian", "anarchist", "working class" or at the I
very least "conscious" to spending a lot of time (working) with people who are more likely to define themselves in terms of the hurl-

I in.g or football prowess of the county they happened to be born in. And nothing wrong with that! I

I So you can imagine how my jaw goes slack at the occasional casual racist remark regarding "non-nationals" (a vague term which i I
gather means anyone who is not white-irish, white-english, or white-any other country that irish people ever emigrated to), how my

I eyes glaze over during discussions about what celebrity is dating some millionaire footballer or how my heart sinks when a col- I
I league (with whom i've had many the bitchy chat about middle management) changes utterly at the prospect of promotion or when I

promotion is bestowed upon them.

I That's how the Irish working class looks to me. And it makes me want to shuffle away - interacting only with those who are already I
I converted. Does that make me a bad anarchist? How can I make a difference?

I Despondently yours.

LxmxmxxxQxxtxfiflxtxxtxmxxixmxl
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I Dear RAG,

I It's hard to explain to people just how lit-
tle time you have when you've got a baby

I and are also working full-time outside the
home. It's incredible really how you just

I don't have time for *anything* anymore -
even those small things that don't take

I much time at all, like watering your
plants or checking your email, just never

I get done anymore because they never
I make it near the top of the priority list.

I had wanted to write an article for RAG
I about how un-ideal modern capitalist

society is when it comes to raising chil-
I dren. About what few and what stark

choices you seem to have when it comes
to how you are going to organise your lifeI

I with a child.

I think that there has to be better ways to
I organise society and family structure so

that childcare and work in the home are
I understood and valued and fully inte-
I grated with work outside the home; so

that looking after children and house-
I work is also shared more and becomes

the responsibility of more than a tiny fam-
I ily unit in its own disjoint little box, trying

to do everything itself.

I Ironically I haven't had the time to write
I the article and will have to make do with

submitting this short letter! One of the
I reasons there are so few women involved

in revolutionary politics is because
I women still tend _to hold the primary

responsibility for looking after children
I and home and if they have kids they sim-

ply have very little time. But even in a sit-
I uation where a couple share childcare
I responsibilities evenly, time is still pre-

cious. I am beginning to really under-
I stand the importance of making political

events as child-friendly as possible. If I
I only get to hang out with my baby two

days a week then on those days I would
I like to be able to bring him along with me
I to any event I attend.

Yours for revolution,
I Deirdre

I Dear RAG
I

I recently had a conversation with a male
I friend who proceeded to lament the woes

of falling prey to attractive women. He
I spoke about his experience of having
I some women he was attracted to use him

to do things for them. He also spoke
I about seeing female friends use their

"beauty" to manipulate male admirers.
I Surprisingly, the women he was talking

about had all been feminists. One was an
I environmental activist, anarchist and

feminist and the other he described as "a
I raging feminist". He had watched as these

women repeated this behaviour with
I numerous men. The thought occurred to

my friend, that maybe women confused
manipulation with power. Then he won-
dered if they actually realised they were
doing it. So, now myquestion to you, the
reader, is do you think that you do this?
have you ever been guilty of these accusa-
tions? if so, it's time for a new plan of
action.

After discussion of this topic and me
admitting that yes I have been a manipu-
lator in the past (I'm sorry Ronan ‘O
Leary...I was only 16), I expressed some-
thing about male behaviour that I had
experienced and disliked. I found that
many men that I had come into contact
with had objectified me...ya ya ya i
know...that's a given in "patriarchal socie-
ty", but I mean my "leftie" friends! I'd
found that quite a few men I knew who
were unhappy, feeling unloved, lonely or
unwanted had made me feel like a
replacement wife, girlfriend or mother.
Now, aside from the replacement mother
bit, this objectification was often sexual. I
was being used by the men in question so
that they could fill the role of pursuer or
estranged lover or Don Iuan or whatever.
They honestly couldn't care about what
was going on with me, like my father
being sick and having family issues, they
just wanted someone to indulge their fan-
tasies.

Which brings me to the conclusion; as
progressive people, shouldn't we take
personal experiences like these, ask if we
have ever done these things, remember
how it felt to be on the receiving end of
such bullshit and not feckin do it to each
other? So, I hope as you read, you think
(as I'm thinking right now) about how to
be a little bit more caring, a little nicer and
a little more respectful of everyone.
Especially your friends.

Anon.

Dear RAG, I

I freakin hate kelloggsl When I was a I
child kelloggs comflakes was a treat in
our house and I'd savour every bite, but I
now one of their cereals, Special K, has
caused a level of disgust that no happy I
childhood memories can overcome. Have
you ever looked at the label on a box of I
red berry Special K? I have. It's 30%
sugarll Even the normal Special K tastes I
sugary. Their advertising of womenI
being so virtuous by passing by a tray of
biscuits makes me sick. Fuck that, eat the I
fuckin biscuits. I hate their stupid swim-
suit ads coming up to summer, telling I
women their insecurities will fade away
when the weight drops off from eating I
these little sugary pieces of cardboard.
And not content with having the break- I
fast cereal market pretty much under
their thumb, they decide to go for the I
lunch market too! Pretending it's healthy I
and nutritious to eat their products for
two meals a day! That you will loseI
weight on their ‘eat two bowls of kelloggs
and you'll drop a dress size‘ campaign. I
You'll get malnourished more like. Fuck
you kelloggs and your manipulatingl
ways. Put down the box people, eat
something really good for you, someI
toast, muesli, porridge, make soup, eat
salad, cook a big proper meal. Have I I
mentioned that I hate kelloggs??? I

Choking on my cornflake,

Friend of RAG

Dear RAG,

Why is the milk I buy always gone off
despite the fact it"s still in date?

Kind regards,
Clare
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